Making all the Difference
By Br Thomas Walsh
Africa Project ’03 surpassed itself by involvement in
three building projects in the cradle of humanity –
Ethiopia over a six weeks period during the summer. A
Kindergarten in Herero, a Youth Centre in Adaba and
four classrooms in Robe were undertaken and well
advanced by our departure on the eight of August.
Twenty three eager and enthusiastic Irish Lasallian
volunteers (nineteen rookies) embarked on a voyage into
the unknown. No adequate preparation could ready the
soul for the natural cultural shock, the sheer poverty, the
unique sounds, the various smells, the enormous
welcomes and hospitality that Ethiopia offers. Volunteers were baffled, awe struck,
and bewildered by it all, several dragged their heel in coming home, all wept
openly, while many vowed to return and some certainly will.
My third Ethiopian project with another really gifted group of volunteers. When
I reflect on this special voyage people inquire ‘was there anything different,
challenging or outstanding from the other two previous trips?’. Well I would
humbly state yes there were a few remarkable incidents along the way that stood
out.
Firstly in Adaba on the building site was a friendly, chatty young woman called
Sable, one would think she was a happy go luck kind of a person but Sunday
morning after Mass revealed the extent of her problems. Her ten month old child
Nafead suffered from shortly after birth a rear skin disease, his affected scalp, eye,
neck, arms and back revealed the extent of his suffering. He cried endlessly,
scratched continuously and suffered profusely. Medical attention was sought,
finance secured by the group and within two weeks Nafead returned a lively,
bouncing baby boy, playful like any child, restored to life. Oh what a few tiny Euro
did for that family, the journey alone was worth it, just to see the joy it brought that
mother and son. It will live forever in the memory.
Secondly, Mullah a small blocky forty year old gentleman (ex soldier) worked
daily as a labourer for less than a dollar per day on site, always cheerful, content
and obliging. It was by pure chance with the absence of an official bricklayer for a
day that we discovered from the humble Mullah that he was a genuine capable
bricklayer himself but lacked the wherewith all to purchase the necessary materials
essential for bricklaying, i.e. plumb line, spirit-level, trowel, float, hammer, cord
etc. it was no wonder that volunteers fell over each other to provide twenty euro to
cover the entire essentials. Now he can look forward to daily wages of two and a
half euro per day. A massive increase for him. In Adaba and other struggling areas
its the very small essential things that really count.
Thirdly, Bucha, a tiny rural isolated hamlet about twelve kilometres north of
Adaba, totally impoverished, with no road into it, no electricity, no well water, and
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no school, cordially invited the volunteers to their humble abode. These proud
people lead by a strong Muslim women Asha met us in a big circle of the collective
inhabitants on the bare ground of a common field. It was so simple and yet so
effective. Everything was discussed literally in the open.
Under three hours of blistering sun they openly debated the destiny of their
people and generations yet to come. As a community (not a Catholic among them)
they requested that we come among them and build a kindergarten, construct a
road, bring electricity and sink a few wells. The challenge is great but its really
possible. What a tremendous gift it was to sit on the ground in a huge circle with a
united community discussing their future, sharing their problems and hopefully
responding to them. Its here too that you can make the difference. Why not?
Fourthly, while in Adaba the local Catholic Community established a Cooperative which was launched with a community collection during our stay. The
aim of the co-op was to purchase materials to cater for Catholic occasions,
marriages, funerals, graduations etc. To cater for widows and orphans, those most
vulnerable in society. (for us firengi they are all impoverished) For people joining
the Catholic faith and now rejected by their families and have no financial
assistance. This initial function was fulfilled and their most pressing need now was
to construct a Grinding Machine or a mill. This mill is essential for daily grinding
of maize or tiff for bread or porridge and local dishes. It will be run by the Catholic
Community, give employment to Catholics, provide a necessary local and public
amenity, generate profit that will benefit the Christian Community. Maybe another
Kerry Group or Glanbia has been established with the aid of the Irish Lasallian
Volunteers. (anyone looking for shares) Its great to see the local Catholic
Community looking for ways to improve their lot and the entire community to
benefit from it and that we the volunteers were in a position to help and get the
cooperative up and running.
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In conclusion then I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the Irish
Lasallian volunteers that made an enormous difference to the lives of the people in
Herero, Adaba and Robe-Goba this year during Africa Project 2003. For all your
teaching, school equipment, artistic work, games, orphanage work, medical
assistance and supplies, toys, clothes, medals, lap-tops, computer lessons and
especially all the site work, (three buildings) I sincerely thank you. For everyone in
Ireland that donated, contributed or got involved in whatever capacity to the
volunteers funding initiatives I sincerely thank you.
The social interaction of volunteers and the locals in Ethiopia is absolutely
priceless. The volunteers return home changed people and internally richer for the
experience and memories are life lasting. Africa Project 2003 has helped numerous
people in various ways, donations go a long way, far more that you think, helping
the people on the ground that really count and truly deserve it. On behalf of the
people of Ethiopia that benefit, specially in Herero, Robe and Adaba I sincerely
thank you APSO, the Irish Government and the Irish Lasallian Volunteers for
making all the difference, please keep making the difference.
What about you for Africa Project 2004 to Ethiopia? Think about it!
You too could make all the difference.
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Benefits of Generosity
By Fr Tsehaye Alema
Greetings from Ethiopia. My name is Fr Tsehaye Alema.
I come from Adigrat (Tigray) which is in Northern
Ethiopia. I have been the Parish Priest of Adaba for the
last five years. The turn of the second millennium saw
the first sods at St Peter’s Catholic Centre turned and the
Adaba Catholic Mission was established. There was
nothing on the compound but mere visions in my mind.
Now today there is a very vibrant Kindergarten with 110
students, a four classroom elementary school with two
classes operating from September 2003 a Women’s
Promotion Centre, the Priest’s house and this years
project a Youth Centre to cater for youth activities.
I and the people of Adaba thank God for the contribution of the Irish
Government and especially the assistance of the Irish Lasallian Volunteers over the
last four years. From nothing now we have a living Catholic Community with
fifteen families and many more willing to join. Adaba which was dead is now
really alive, education and the opportunity and availability of education has
improved our lives a hundredfold, now we can face the future with utmost
confidence, the next generation will surely benefit and in the long run Ethiopia.
Besides the construction of the Youth Centre in Adaba we also began the
foundations of a Kindergarten in Herero seven miles away, there are no Catholics
there but the local authorities, Muslim and Orthodox have invited us to begin
education in their domain granting us the best site in the town to establish a future
for their children. While in the other side of Adaba in the Bush in a place called
‘Bucha’ the local elders sat in a huge open field and begged us to come to their
poverty-stricken area to bring them hope. Presently they have no road in, no
electricity, no sunk wells or no school, yet with a confidence and a sheer belief they
know that you the Irish people and the Irish Lasallian volunteers will help.
I would like to thank Br Tom and the Irish volunteers for all the work they did
on site, the tremendous teaching every morning, the computer help given in Adaba
town, their friendliness at all time, their love and concern for our people, their rolemodel characters and their Christian charity, may I thank you all for a job well
done.
Thank you and may God bless you.
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Meet the Team (Adaba)

Br Tom ‘Bloody Má’ Walsh: Man most likely to be seed at
a feminist march. managed to have five wives by the ripe
old age of 21. An angelic voice, he tried to woo the church
with his solo rendition of ‘Peace, Love and Joy is flowing
like a river’. The mad Kerry man who sickened us all with
his ‘Up the Déise’ chants. Traitor!

Dave ‘oozo legend’ Gaffney: A heart full of gold and a
liver full of oozo. His culinary skills developed gradually
throughout the six weeks despite having his eyebrows
singed a few times. Early riser and a hard worker on the site
(when there). Known for his ‘white’ t-shirts. An utter
gentleman who was always willing to give a helping hand!
Number 1 on Tom’s team.

Ruth ‘the bandage’ Mullan: Never known to let a lull in
conversation develop (the chatterbox of the group). Her
head gear and piercings were an object of fascination for the
locals. Tin whistle player of the ‘White Rogues’ band and an
object of affection with the lads. An easy person to talk to,
especially into the wee hours of the morning – much to
Tom’s irritation.

Caroline ‘hallelluia’ Campbell: Entertainment officer for
the group, constantly entertaining. A gifted guitar player and
a musical prodigy of the future. Known for her rendition of
‘Jeff Buckley’s’ halleluia. Loved by her students and a
dedicated English teacher. Not one of the most enthusiastic
risers in the morning. An excellent goalie with hidden
talents!
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Aisling (Ass) Rice: A devout follower of St George. An
energetic, bubbly person who kept the group entertained.
Between herself and Ruth, little conversation space was left
for the others. A lethal shoulder shugger on the dance floor.
Showed excellent flair on the soccer pitch as well with her
artistic skills. Didn’t have enough time in the day to talk so
continued in her sleep – much to Oonagh and Ber’s
amusement!

Tommy (Mama’s boy) Partridge: Mixed very well with
the locals and hard worker on site. Kids and Mamma alike
were mad about him. Showed up fellow workers by running
with the burellas. Tom’s right-hand man. Worked hard and
played even harder. Culinary skills still remain a mystery!
Part-time paramedic for those on-site emergencies.

Simon ‘computer’ Dowling: had a good grasp of the
language, but an even better grasp of the food. Made the
African flower bloom. Never one to walk away from an
argument. Kept the group sane with his jukebox. Never
complained once. Has adopted Adaba as his new
motherland. Computer whizz-kid.

Oonagh: Joined the local police force ‘mama style’.
Wanted an extra suitcase to bring back some local children
and mama’s dog. Not one to mess with but a softie at heart.
Dabbled in the teaching profession. Mighty worker on site.
Never posed for photos.
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David ‘onion’ Millea: Always spotless on site! Expected an
Ibiza-style holiday. Was shocked to find out it was a
voluntary work trip involving physical labour. Never
phoned home. Always the front seat passenger. Tommy’s
soul mate. Struggled to walk past a mirror. World’s greatest
onion lover. Loves presents.

Ber ‘the rebel’ McCarthy: A legend in every sense of the
word. Master chef, teacher, builder, dancer, painter… Took
on the Déise and won! An early bird. Loved her longdistance walks. Tried to leave her behind but she chased a
lorry down the gaza strip and caught up with us in
Shashamane. Loved the commonly asked question ‘Where
are you go?’

Aoife ‘spotless’ Rush: The mother of all hives. Loved her
spuds. Took on an imaginary rattlesnake with the help of her
side-kick Ruth. Prominent member of the ‘White Rogues’.
Played it till her fingers bled! Midnight binges with ladles.
Tearful parting with her number nines. Smiley! Good
listener. Great for a midnight chat. A loved teacher!
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Daily Review
Thursday,
26
June: Gathered at
Dublin airport at
7.00 am. All
present and way
over weight – but
no extra charge.
Had a bonding
session during the
four-hour wait in
Heathrow.
Friday, 27 June:
Arrived at Addis
Ababa at 2.40 am,
two bags didn’t
arrive – no sign of Tom’s, sweet revenge for Carmel! Bedded down in the major
seminary – got a wonderful welcome from everyone especially from Fr Abraham
and Sunny. Shopping for supplies for both groups. Some phoned home.
Saturday, 28 June: Late rising – meal in Addis Ethiopian culture style – more
phoned home, more shopping done for the group, group saw around Addis and got
post cards. Went to the airport at 2.00 am to collect our missing bags – but no
success. Had first coffee ceremony and some brave characters tried the local
delicacy of sheep intestine! Girls bravely take on first hole-in-the-ground.
Disturbed by experience.
Sunday, 29 June: packed at 5.00 am and got the crew on the road, helped by the
Irish Embassy. Got to Adaba at 3.30. What a welcome. Relieved to find flushing
toilets in Sunny’s house.
Monday, 30 June: Under the onion rule of Aoife. People cleaned up the house and
kitchen. Clean up day in the house and kitchen. Got the place organised, bought
some kitchen materials. Went to local ‘restaurant’ for dinner.
Tuesday, 1 July: Fr Sunny heads off to a meeting. First day on site – cementmixing, earth moving, learning names, plenty of mistakes, many laughs, weary
bones at the end of the day. Letter from Dualta – all’s well in Robe. Few casualties,
but none serious. Aoife falls on her ass repeatedly. Aisling throws a boulder on her
foot to escape site.
Wednesday, 2 July: Dispatch to Robe to reclaim two bags – arrived back that
evening very tired. Football game with the workers, women take to their first
8
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coffee ceremony – it lasted hours. Ber and Aoife on dinner duty – what a feast!
Deise gang still bullying the one rebel in the group. She takes it very well as she
knows she will have the last laugh.
Thursday, 3 July: Boom Boom! Thunder all afternoon. No work! Woo hoo.
Mother of all thunder showers! Still, that didn’t deter Br Tom from leading an
expedition to the local river. Ankle deep in mud, we struggled up to women’s
centre for candlelit dinner.
Friday, 4 July: Yamatowork was very confused with the washing. She thought the
lady’s thongs were head bandanas. Ruth’s not talking to Dave. Dave’s not talking
to Tom. Can’t we all just get along? Great progress on site – Tommy Partridge did
doctor. Managed to work the whole day as rain held off.
Saturday, 5 July: Late breakfast for everyone. Trip to the Waterfall. Many got in
for a badly-needed dip. What a hail shower on our journey home. Rush for the
showers – heavy rainfall. Night out in Adaba. Didn’t think we’d ever see hailstones
in Ethiopia. Three days later we’re still clearing the mud off our feet.
Sunday, 6 July: First mass on compound, beautiful. passing out occasion for the
three classes, drama, song, dance, coffee ceremony by the teachers. No radio
working – so no GAA results. Sunday night the group think they’re in ER when
they take on a ‘HUGE’ thorn in Dave’s foot.
Monday, 7 July: Bullying on the
site is rife. Tommy Partridge was
held down by two people and
covered in mud from head to toe.
Luckily it rained and he was able to
clean himself. If it happens again he
will leave! Teachers had first day in
school. No quota in classes – Ber
had 64! Boredom causes dementia
and the group start colouring
themselves in. Aghhhh! Tonight the
group start plotting and planning on
items to steal from Group 2 when
we go to Robe.
Tuesday, 8 July: hard day on the
site but someone reckons it was
harder for the lads than the girls. But
it isn’t true. D and M is confined to
bed with a ‘terrible illness’! Aisling
plays nurse making him a special
flask of sweet tea! Awwww!
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Wednesday, 9 July: Tom purchases a lovely new pair of shoes. Aoife gets
cornered in the shed by tea! Off Mama! Aisling purchases new shiney see-thru’
skirt. Caroline cannot hack Aisling’s snoring and talking in her sleep and moves to
the spare room. Young child demands Caroline’s ball! Caroline violated by his
quick grope.
Thursday, 10 July: Ruth carried big blocks on burella for forty-five minutes!
(without complaining!) Aisling not spotted on site today. There is video evidence.
Caroline’s students insist on trowing stones and muck in the classroom. She is
close to resorting to the help of mama’s shotgun.
Friday, 11 July: Tommy and Dave to head off to Robe by bus at 5.00 am. Rest of
group follow with Sunny and arrive after 6. Ber gets sweet justice after weeks of
verbal bullying when news comes through of Cork’s victory over the Deise. C’mon
the Rebels! Tom’s group impressed (i.e. jealous) by Robe set up. Aisling and
Margaret impress locals with shoulder-shuffle!
Saturday, 12 July: Everyone has a good look around the Robe compound and the
progress they have made on the site! This is followed by a trip up to the mountains
4,000 metres up, second highest peak in Ethiopia. All are in bed early.
Sunday, 13 July: Ruth and Simon were left abandoned in Robe today. Getting bus
back tomorrow at 5.00 am! And the graph is on a steady incline…! The group took
a trip to the Mother Teresa Sisters. The trip home was rough. Terrible weather and
many crashes. met a family of monkeys crossing the road.
Monday, 14 July: Coffee ceremony was held for all by Sunny. Great blend of Irish
dancing and shoulder shuffling. Aoife was off sick. Tom had to fill in ‘teaching’
Ahhhh! Christy Moor was never in it with Caroline and Gobe.
Tuesday, 15 July: Aisling and Ber gets the alphabet painting on the way. Visited
the accommodation of Project 2001! We have come up in the world, thank God.
Wednesday,
16
July:
Gobazyiah opened his hedge
school. A great game of blind
man’s bluff was had by most of
the group. Most went on a trip
to the market to buy bits and
pieces. Simon helps out locals
with his computer knowledge
and Tommy and Simon give
computer classes to two locals
in evening.
Thursday, 17 July: Aoife’s
Birthday! The big day finally
10
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arrived and all the preparations paid off. A traditional Ethiopian coffee ceremony
with lots of dancing was put on by Yamantoya and friends. The group were treated
to sweets, chocolate and
biscuits! Yum. Happy
Birthday Aoife.
Friday, 18 July: mad
preparations in the
kitchen to get place
spotless for Robe group.
After lunch, the whole
group sets out for
Sheshemene. Good to
catch up on week’s
goings on since we last
met!
Saturday, 19 July: After
an early breakfast and an
early bird call from
Patrick, the group heads to Wanda Genet. Hot water and fun galore! After three
weeks in Adaba mud the group are finally clean! Some brave enough to try the
mud wrap. Although Aisling comes out none the better with a few burn marks! No
thanks to Sunny and Br Tom. Tommy P taken to doctor as the dreaded ‘big D’
strikes.
Sunday, 20 July: The men are falling like flies – Tommy, Br Tom and Dave G. All
struck down by illness. As the big ‘D’ hits the weak ones! Makes an interesting
return journey to Adaba. A few ring home to catch recent GAA results. All tired
and hungry when we reach Adaba – lashing rain and no electricity.
Monday, 21 July: Lots of tired heads this morning. Work on the site sparce and
slow. After a sunny afternoon the heavens opened and continues to rain torrentially
all evening. ‘The White Roques’ have a practice session. Hose turned on dirty Tom
on site.
Tuesday, 22 July: Br Tom shows signs of weakness as he sleeps out till 7.30 am.
Ruth and Simon are on breakfast duty and devastated by extra half hour in bed.
Amina turns hose on Dave, Tommy, Una and Ber, revenge will be taken. Exciting
night in again! Tom and Sunny travel to Bucha – maybe a project on 2004.
Painting! Painting! Painting! Dave G impresses us all with his artistic runny
jumper and his yellow orange with a touch of green.
Wednesday, 23 July: Yipee! Alphabet painting finally complete. Aisling plans her
next projects. Attempts to write a song scuppered due to potential offence being
taken (love your neighbour as yourself).
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Thursday, 24 July: Rain slows things down. The site is very quiet and we’re
obliged to entertain ourselves for the afternnon. Aoife is a regular on the laptop as
she writes proposals for potential projects. Ber, Aisling are the early birds, getting
up at 6.30 am to start painting on Sunny’s house. Attacked by the flying sausage.
Friday, 25 July: Bird flys into Aisling’s head, followed by a grasshopper nearly
throwing her off the ladder. Owe! Aisling began painting Sunny’s house not as bad
as its painted! Its worse!
Saturday, 26 July: Women’s Day at market – shopping! shopping! Football boots
for all. Feast of St Gabriel, special coffee ceremony down town. Sonny returns
from Addis. First ladies soccer training. Tommy says they’re worth a bet 100/1
against!
Sunday, 27 July:
Sunday Mass with the
local community –
saw the launching of
the Catholic Cooperative – meeting
after it about the aims
and objectives of the
co-op.
Mighty,
mighty party, disco,
plays.
Mighty,
mighty, Adaba.
Monday, 28 July:
Lots of tired heads
after a mad night of
celebrations.
Last
week of teaching and
site work. Work slows
on site. Ber, Aoife, Dave G and Oonagh up at 6.30 for walk and are invited to feast
day celebrations in local Orthodox Church by a woman they meet on the road. Well
impressed with welcome.
Tuesday, 29 July: Coffee ceremony at Sunshines. Great night was had although a
few people had to take a drop of medicine to get them through the night. Project
got the go ahead in Bucha! Dualta and Catriona arrive out of the blue from Robe.
On way to Addis for rabies shot for Catriona – bitten by Monkey.
Wednesday, 30 July: Team heads to Herero to dig and set foundations for
kindergarten. Tom and Aisling visit Tesfie’s house. Aoife, Dave G and Ber travel to
Herero in afternoon to work on site. They sample some local ‘shie’ and travel home
in lorry with workers!
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Thursday, 31 July: Last day teaching for Aisling, Ber, Aoife and Caroline. Many
sad faces and all pupils are presented with pen, copy and sweets! Rest of group
head to Herero again for day. With no sign of their return, Aoife, Aisling and Ber
walk to Herero (6 miles) to work on site. Sunny’s jeep has seen better days.
Friday, 1 August: Sports day. Total chaos as 200+ kids fight it out for medals –
running, sack race, musical chairs and three-legged race. The six women take on
the local teachers and a hard fought game ends in a 2:2 draw. Sadly the ferengies
lose 1:0 in penos! But all agree that they were the better team. Group head out to
Adaba for consolation meal. Sunny’s jeep is still sick so group make it up ‘Gaza
strip’ in total darkness! Bravo!
Saturday, 2 August: Early start for some as the concrete is put down for floor.
Committee sacrifice an ox in preparation for farewell celebration. last day for
shoppers in market. Group practice lines in Amhairc for drama tomorrow. A great
feast is had in kindergarten along with a mixture of Ethiopian and Irish music and
dance.
Sunday, 3 August: Final Mass on compound. Emotional day for the group as the
ferengies throw a spectacular farewell/thank you bash! Aoife, Aisling, Oonagh and
Ber act as waitresses and serve the workers and locals. Our Amhairc drama goes
down extremely well with locals. Music and dance continues well into the early
hours of the morning!
Monday, 4 August: packing! Cleaning! Dinner in Adaba for last time. Coffee
ceremony in Abraham’s where group has the opportunity to thank the neighbours
and friends again. Some try the local cuisine but the sensible ones don’t – though
Tom encourages a sample of the local chocolate ice-cream.
Tuesday, 5 August:
Everyone up at 6.00
to prepare, pack and
say last goodbyes.
Lots of tears and hugs
– everyone very upset
at leaving. So upset,
in fact, that Aoife, Ber
and Dominick are
forgotten and left
behind in Adaba
while the rest of the
ferengies make their
way to Lake Langaro.
With the help of
Gobeziah, the three
managed to hitch a
life on a truck with a
Africa Project 2003
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chat-loving driver who fails to exceed a speed of 10 miles an hour. Eventually
rescued by a quick-thinking Dualta and Asaygit about one hour after the incident.
All the group manage to make it safe and well to Lake Langaro where some
enjoyed swimming and walking. Delicious dinner had by all followed by a session
beag on the veranda courtesy of the Adaba group. Robe group keep a respectful
silence!
Wednesday, 6 August: Departure at 8.05 for Nazareth. Group stopped off at
Bishop of the Diocese of Meki’s house. Lunch in Nazareth following by an
afternoon of retail therapy in order to spend the last of the Birr. Group head off to
hot springs where they ‘enjoy’ the roasting hot temperatures of the water. Dinner
there and home to Nazareth.
Thursday, 7 August: Last day in Ethiopia. Travel to Addis Adaba and arrive at the
seminary at about 10.00. Team Adaba show their true spirit by all taking part in
Caroline’s hair-plaiting en route. After a mighty lunch, people head into Addis to
go shopping/visit Lucy/go to Embassy. Dinner in Indian. Lots of speeches made,
glasses raised and glassy eyes. Home to seminary to repack, relax and do pen
pictures. The Bishop arrived and had a long discussion with Br Tom.
Friday, 8 August: Rising 3.30 am – some didn’t go to bed. Packed and ready to
leave major seminary at 4.15 am – all volunteers very sad to be going home – silent
tears were seen falling as the dreaded parting took place.
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‘Good morning teacher Berrrrrrnadette’
By Bernadette McCarthy
Its less than two weeks to the new academic school year,
and being a teacher, this means booklists, school
planning, etc. For the pupils, uniforms have been
purchased, shiny new shoes fitted, brand new lunch
boxes readied for all sorts of goodies. ’Tis all a far cry
from a typical school day in Adaba, Ethiopia, which for
five weeks in the summer of 2003, was my home from
home.
To begin with, it seemed like an impossibility. With a
stick of chalk, and not a single word of the local
language amhairc, the teaching challenge was set. The
first day saw a grand total of 64 arrive, willing and ready to learn. Considering
these tiny fragile mites (ranging between the ages of five and ten) were on their
school holidays, it did not deter them from trudging through yards of black mud to
hug and kiss me each morning. Once the initial getting-to-know each other period
had elapsed, we never looked back. I quickly learned the all-important words like
sit down and quiet and from then on we understood each other perfectly! Slightly
dodgy renditions of the Barney song; Head, shoulders knees and toes and Hokey
pokey (all with Ethiopian influence) rang round the compound daily. Art usually
turned into a battlefield with pupils physically punching each other in order to
‘swap’ crayons. ‘Please can I use the blue crayon’ got you nowhere in a class where
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possession was ten tenths of their law! Crayons were kindly donated by a local
bookshop and after each art class, my little bowl of ‘colours’ got gradually smaller.
When an enquiry was set up, I was met with innocent eyes claiming they had ‘no
colour teacher’ while at the same time their pockets were bulging with little crayon
stubs!
There were, however, a few cultural boundary lines, which we failed to cross.
Methods of discipline leave little to be desired and are what our grandparents
experienced many moons ago. And so, as the children were used to heavy-handed
discipline, me politely requesting silence and general good behaviour at the top of
the class usually had little punch!
I hardly think the first of September will see scores of children running to greet
me, to give me hand drawn pictures on what little paper they have or to escort me
in a super-star fashion to my classroom, while stopping at regular intervals for hugs
and kisses! Still I live in hope!
Acknowlegements
The people, schools, business’ and organisations in the parish of
Boherbue/Kiskeam and surrounding areas, Foireann agus paistí Scoil Uí Riada,
Cill Choca, Co Chill Dara, and the scores of people who do not fit into these
brackets! Go raibh míle maith agaibh go léir! Ba mhaith liom buíochas a ghabháil
le mo thuismitheoirí a thug cabhair agus tacaíocht dom an t-am go léir gan gearán
ar bith!

Where are you go?
By Oonagh O’Dwyer
This was a question most asked of me by people during
my stay in Ethiopia. During our initial stay in Addis
Ababa it was also a question I started to ask myself. From
leaving the airport to our arrival at the seminary I was
struck by how poor Addis seemed to be with people
begging at every possible location and living in makeshift
huts on the side of the streets. Right alongside these
sights however was the vision of hundreds of people out
running and training on the roads, oblivious to traffic and
perhaps to their problems for even a short time.
Roads in Ethiopia are to a large extent ‘dirt tracks’
where it doesn’t really matter whether you drive on the left or the right, you just
drive on the best surface in front of you and keep an eye out for oncoming traffic.
As a passenger you realise after a short time that it’s easier to look out the side
16
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windows of the jeep and take in the view than look straight ahead! The initial
journey to Adaba was truly an eye-opener for me, I never thought Ethiopia could
be so beautiful or so green and it’s people so friendly especially the children.
On arrival in Adaba, Br Tom spotted one of the compound guards from a couple
of years ago, to see the two of them greet each other so warmly was touching to say
the least and lessened the shock of my first trip down the ‘Gaza Strip’. This is the
name given to the ‘road’ down to the compound. It is in fact a track of muddy and
uneven around which by the end of our stay we negotiated on foot a number of
times – even in the dark! On seeing the jeep, children shout out at the top of the
lungs that the ‘ferengies’ had arrived. By the time we arrived at the compound
numerous children surrounded us wanting to know our names and welcoming us
with great big hugs. Not for the faint-hearted!
I think I will remember the children most when I think of Ethiopia. Everywhere
you went the children followed whether you were going to the site to work or to the
shop in Adaba. They would always know your name and of course want to know
‘where are you go?’ i.e. where are you going? Children in Ethiopia grow up far
quicker than we are used to in the West. I often saw children of a very young age
looking after their younger brothers and sisters, working in the fields or minding
cattle by themselves. Some children might sit on the roadside all day long selling
whatever meagre produce their family had to sell. If and when they can go to
school, they have such a hunger for education and often turn up at the compound
when there is no school.
Most of my work in Adaba took place on the building site. Fortunately some of
the local workers had very good English which enabled myself and others in the
group to develop good working relationships and friendships during our stay. We
carried out all kinds of work on the site and by the end of the six-week stay we
were all well acquainted with the burella – a stretcher like tool uses to carry earth,
blocks, etc. It was very rewarding to see the project building come to near
completion while we were there and to know that even though our part was small,
that we had made a difference. Most of the workers on site are paid the equivalent
of 70 cent a day for eight and a half hour day. This would make me think again any
time I found the site work hard; these people were doing this work to put food on
the table and nothing more. When invited to their homes for coffee ceremonies you
realised how little these people have but also that they wanted to share it with you.
In many ways Ireland and Ethiopia may seem like worlds apart but as long as
projects such as these continue, they serve as an important link between the two. In
helping to build schools, kindergartens and centres for adult development we are
providing the stepping-stones for the future in countries such as Ethiopia. I will
always have fond memories of Adaba, especially the children and the workers on
site and mostly for what they taught me – that is to enjoy life and help those less
fortunate than us!
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OH Ethiopia
By Dave Gaffney
I remember when we arrived in Ethiopia we got an Irish
welcome- rain. As we were driven through the capital we
got first introduction to the country. We saw people
living in shelters with three walls made using galvanised
steel sheets, comparable to a bus shelter, although Irish
bus shelters have the luxury of having concrete on the
ground rather than mud and offer better shelter. Although
I was in some way prepared to see extreme poverty, what
really caught me by surprise as we travelled through the
city the following day were the extremely rich people.
We noticed this as we passed through seas of slums
broken up by big luxurious hotels, such as the Hilton and multi story insurance
companies, we also met the occasional E Class Mercedes during our travels.
It was a relief to leave the city. In Addaba the difference between rich and poor
did not seem so extreme. Although there still some very poor people and some
entrepreneurs who had a comfortable living. I was overwhelmed by the welcome I
got from the people, especially the less well off, who often went to expense they
couldn’t afford, in order to make us feel welcome. I began to grow in admiration
for the less well off, and resentment for the rich.
Towards the end of the project I came to the realisation that many of these ‘rich’
entrepreneurs outside the cities had very humble lifestyles by European standards
with little more than electricity, sufficient food and an education for their children.
It was these people who were providing much needed jobs to the few who were
lucky enough to get them and many more people like this are needed to help the
country develop so that people may have an acceptable standard of life. Ethiopians
have far more right to resent me for being lucky enough to be born an European,
where I can take my right to education for granted, be choosy about what job I do,
and squander money on whatever takes my fancy.
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‘Only the Educated are Free’
Epictetus (55 AD-135AD)

By Aoife Rush
To be a teacher for six weeks while in Adaba was an
absolute privilege for me. It was a privilege because I
was offered the opportunity to give a most wonderful
gift to these people who had been so good to me; who
had welcomed me into their country, their culture and
their community.
The gift of education is like handing over a most
powerful tool to someone with which he can do
whatever he pleases. It’s unconditional, it’s free and it is
the greatest chance that these people have for developing
themselves and their community further. It goes without saying that educating the
young is imperative for the future of this country. I was blessed enough to be in a
position to do this.
The Federal Government of Ethiopia fails to supply the population of 68
million with an adequate basic educational system. Classes range from KG1 and 2
up to Grade 12, which is the equivalent to our Leaving Certificate Year. However,
in comparison to Ireland, where the state provides school buildings, materials and
teachers, the Ethiopian Federal Government provides its people with very little.
There are an insufficient number of schools for the amount of children that need to
be educated. Thus, most children of a school-going age are engaged in farming and
household chores and remain untaught. NGO’s and other charitable organisations,
such as the LaSallian Development Projects, provide many schools but they cannot
meet with the increasing demand for education. The Ethiopian government also
falls short of supplying any materials to schools or training a sufficient number of
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teachers. The pupil-teacher
ration is approximately 60:1
in comparison to Ireland
where the same ration is
21:1.
While the government is
more than willing to allow
these
organisations
to
provide schools for classes
from KGI (the equivalent of
our Junior Infants) to Grade
10 (the equivalent of our
third
year),
these
organisations are prohibited
from constructing schools
for Grade 11 and Grade 12
students (Senior Cycle
students). These schools are
‘supplied’
by
the
government, in insufficient
quantities, for those few students who are clever enough and rich enough to avail
of them. The reason for this prohibition is so that the government can control who
competes their education and what occupations they pursue.
Education also costs people money, which is in poor supply for the majority of
the population and therefore it is a luxury that many people cannot afford. The
overall effect of this government strategy is to stunt the future growth and
development of this impoverished country.
Therefore, it was only natural that I found teaching 58 Grade I students so
fulfiling. It was a valuable and rewarding time for both my students and I. It was
wonderful to see their eyes light up when I gave them something as simple as
crayons so they could colour or hear them sing so enthusiastically when they learnt
a new song. On the last day when each student received a copybook, a pen and
some sweets it was, as the saying goes, like all their Christmases came at once. It is
impossible not to be moved by such sincere gratitude.
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‘Want a sha low’
By Aisling Rice
I could never convey what Africa was to me in a few
paragraphs. However, I shall try to highlight some of it.
As you can imagine, from day one, everything was
new, different, shocking and yet exciting all at once. Yet
somehow within the first couple of weeks, all these
cultural, poverty differences became the norm very
quick. The maimed, destitute, crippled and blind became
a regular sight. But thanks to the unconditional
friendliness shown to us by Fr Tsehaye Gobezayetin and
the locals. It wasn’t long before I felt right at home.
My first couple of weeks was spent on the building site.
Each morning there would be a gathering at the gates. Everyone was looking for
work, but only some were so fortunate. The people who got work would start at
8.00 am until 5.00 pm with one hour lunch between. The work consisted of shifting
earth, rocks, and cement on burellas mainly. There were people assigned to making
cement, breaking down rocks and loosening earth for the day. Many would do this
monotonous work in their bare feet on the site, without stopping once for the day
except for lunch. They did this six days a week for 7 birr a day which is less than
one euro.
For the last four weeks, I was teaching English in the mornings to a class of
forty-seven kids between three and seven years of age. The kids who weren’t lucky
enough to get into the class would queue each morning looking to be taught.
Parents would even beg you to to take their kids in. Unfortunately there wasn’t the
space and a lot of
sad faces had to be
turned away. But,
due to the
determination of
these kids,
Gobezayehu (a
priest in training in
the compound) set
up a hedge school
for these eager kids
who didn’t get into
the other classes.
Now everybody was
happy, even if some
were sitting on
stones outside. It
was hard to believe
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the devotion of these kids to their education and the respect they showed their
teacher, each other, and their most prized possession, their copies and pens.
As much as I may have thought of them, they thought of me a lot more. In
Ethiopia, they need for everything. In Ireland we want for everything. They are not
about materialism, mechanisation or industrialisation. They are about what’s real.
That’s what makes them such fantastic people and if it wasn’t for the mad
Kerryman Br Tom, I would never have got to meet these people, see their beautiful
country, drink their amazing coffee and make lifelong friends. So to you Br
Thomas, ‘Batam amese gnalo’.
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Africa 2003
By Tommy Partridge
When we arrived in Addis Ababa we were all tired from
our travels. This place was the country’s capital and was
going to give us our first impression of Ethiopia. The
airport was modest. There were no shops or pubs but it
was a nice looking building all the same. We left the
airport to head into the city only to be greeted by pouring
rain. We were surprised but not phased as we were
hardened Irish people, able for anything the elements
could throw at you. As we got close to the Catholic
seminary (our place of refuge for the night) I noticed
plastic bags all over the sides of the streets. On closer
observation I was able to make out bodies underneath these bags. These bodies
were the citys homeless taking shelter from the rain in the most comfortable means
available to them. Dublin and any capital cities have their own homeless problems
but this was so apparent and noticeable. The road changed as we drew nearer to the
seminar. It changed from a good new road to a bumpy dirt track. Buildings were
the same, next to a fine new building there was often a decrepit one that appeared
to be contemplating collapsing. For the next few days spent in the capital my first
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impressions were
emphasised by the
startling contrasts
between buildings
and people that were
in
such
close
proximity to each
other. A colourful
Coca-Cola billboard
beside a rundown
shack. My first
impressions
of
Ethiopia
were
mixed. It wasn’t
long before we were
travelling to Adaba,
our new home for
the next five weeks.
The
constant
moving gave us no time to dwell on our feelings or impressions of Ethiopia, we
had to get on with it.
Meeting lots of new people in a short space of time is an exciting yet daunting
prospect. On a trip like this you must get to know both your fellow volunteers and
the native people also. Getting to know the volunteers is the easy part. Because of
similar interests and age, volunteers get to know one another relatively quickly.
This leaves you with the dilemma of communicating with the Ethiopian people of
Adaba. They speak another language, they have a completely different culture, few
have received a decent education and many of them are of a different religion. The
void is deep, or is it? After adjusting to our new surroundings in Adaba and as faces
and names became more familiar and facial expressions suggest a lot about
someone. How you greet someone often often speaks volumes. Once you have
developed a relationship with an Ethiopian person you learn how to really
welcome someone. The way they receive you make you feel happy to be in this
persons company. Women will kiss you three times, moving from cheek to cheek
(excellent) while men shake your hand and drive their shoulder into yours (weird).
This process involves more contact than your traditional Irish welcome, but that’s
only the start of it. It’s quite acceptable for men to walk down the street holding
hands or linking arms. The level of physical contact between men is
extraordinarily different. When you receive this kind of attention for the first time
it can be very intimidating and strange. When you receive it a second time it’s
strange. Gradually you get used to it and see it for what it is, a way of showing
someone that you care for them and are comfortable in their company. All the lads
on the trip had to endure the same treatment except Br Tom. I never saw anyone
touch him over the six weeks. It must have been out of respect.
Even though we had so many differences there was still common grounds.
Music, playing football and education are interests appreciated by most
individuals, especially the children. I met my first gang of children only a few
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hours after we had arrived in Adaba. It took about five minutes of exhausting
paying before they broke out in song. They were only too happy to sing me songs
in Amaric or English. It didn’t matter once they were singing, they were happy.
One child, passionately singing can reach a pretty loud volume. Fifty children
singing can almost kill a man. Their efforts to entertain you musically are often
damaging to your ears and central nervous system, but they also show you an
astonishing level of enthusiasm and energy. If this energy is tapped correctly
through education the future for Ethiopia could be a very promising one. The
children of Adaba are used to foreigners because of past groups and projects in the
town. This is evident the first day that you arrive there. They always want to sing or
play. They are inquisitive and interested in you. They want to learn English and to
teach you Amaric. Some children and adults have exceptional English but most do
not. As a result of this some conversation can leave you confused in fits of laughter.
On the building site is where you meet most of the adults that you will get to
know. Your performance on the site also conveys something about yourself. The
local employees work very hard and because of their efforts you are compelled to
try and give a good account of yourself. Natives must work quickly and efficiently
for several reasons. Every morning people accumulate outside the compound gates
hoping that they will be replaced. The project has to move reasonably fast because
the longer it takes the more funds diminish. Men and women are happy to be
working, happy to be able to provide for themselves and their families even if it is
only for the time being. Projects
like e the Africa project 2003
not only provide buildings of
importance, they provide some
employment also. When the
project is finished, many people
will be out of work and
struggling. This is why they
have a huge appreciation for
work.
Our accommodation in
Adaba was far better then the
modest homes occupied by the
local people. Father Tsehaye
Alema kindly gave the use of
his home. This house was
located on the Catholic
compound. We also worked on
the compound. Apart from the
odd trip to the market or a Cafe
most of our interaction with our
hosts was at work. We felt very
safe on the compound.
However, the security often left
us feeling cut off and isolated. I
think some of us really missed
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the freedom of home. We missed the ability to just get up and go somewhere like a
friends house or a pub, etc. It’s not that we were prisoners or anything like that. It’s
just,where would you go? Our co-workers and the children would retire to their
homes in the evening. Personally, I sometimes wondered what effect we had on our
hosts considering that our shared time was limited to work and school. I found the
answer to that question on our last day in Adaba. All of the people we had met
turned up to see us off. People expressed regret on account of our departure, we
were given gifts and were told of how welcome we were to return. This is when it
dawned on me that our time in Adaba had been well spent. People had accepted us
and would miss us. I knew that I would miss Adaba had been well spent. People
had accepted us and would miss us. I knew that I would miss Adaba and it’s
inhabitants. To see that these feelings were mutual showed me the magic of these
projects. The experience has left me with fond memories but also the will to return.
I think anybody who embarks on this sort of trip will feel the same way.
On reflection, my first impression on the state of Ethiopia were bleak and
negative. I had left out the most important elements. I had left out people. Like
anywhere there were good people and bad people. The good outnumbered the bad
but again, like anywhere, the bad element sometimes made more noise. Most of the
friends I had made were just like my friends at home. They wanted to be able to
provide for the families and to have stability in their employment and in their lives.
They had opinions, dreams and wishes like any of my friends. In so many ways we
are all the same. Education and money help people but sometimes distract us.
Sometimes our minds are preoccupied with these subjects. Sometimes we
associate these factors with how much we have in common with people. At home
we tend to mix with people from the same backgrounds and neighbourhoods,
forgetting that all men and women the world over have one powerful thing in
common. We’re all human beings. We are all flesh and blood.
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Mighty, Mighty Adaba
By Simon Dowling
All eleven of us became very attached to the town of
Adaba throughout our six-week stay. We were welcomed
like family into the lives of the many people we became
friendly with. With their warmth and hospitality making
us feel right at home. Many invited us to their homes
where they did their utmost to bloat our bellies with
various cultural dishes and delicious coffee. Most of
whom survived on little more than four euro a week,
obviously had very little to spare, yet they were delighted
to have us as their guests, showing remarkable generosity.
After about three weeks into our stay the Ethiopian Government unloaded five
brand new computers onto its offices in Adaba, mainly into the hands of staff who
had absolutely no experience with such technology. On hearing of us Ferengies
being in town they approached Fr Sonny asking for our assistance in setting them
up. Over the next couple of weeks I found myself being picked up on a near daily
basis by the different office heads. This was mostly by motorbike, a very privileged
form of transport and probably the best way to tackle the mud rivers (roads) of
Adaba. It was great fun!
The offices themselves were in wooden framed, mud buildings creating a very
stark contrast against the shiny Dell P4s and their entourage of printers and
scanners. Everyday I worked under the scrutiny of a room full of civil servants,
eager to learn anything they could about the mystical machines. With the systems
up and running I gave a few lengthy tutorials on the basics of computing and word
processing to try and leave them with some idea of the capabilities of the
technology. After a few hiccups and shocks from faulty wiring, I got the job done,
leaving the local government officials happy people. Thank God!
The six weeks were a complete eye opener to the degree of poverty present in
the world today and coming back here the huge differences really came to light.
Indulging in the slightest of luxuries now brings a feeling of guilt, forking out the
equivalent of the days, if not week’s wages, of our friends in Adaba, people who
actually need the money, its madness!
All in all it was an amazing experience, and a return visit is definitely on the
cards, so many great memories. Thanks again Tom!
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Will ya have a cup of coffee father? Aah, go on,
go on, go on…
By Caroline Campbell
Although it was nice to see my family and friends again I
must confess that a big part of me wants to be back in
Adaba. I’ve tried to describe my experience to my
friends and family, and they’ve seen the photographs,
but it doesn’t even come close to the real thing.
My experience of life in Adaba reminded me of stories
of ‘the olden days’ I’ve heard from my parents and
grandparents: ‘We didn’t have much, but we were happy
with what we had’. They didn’t have a washing machine
or a car, but they managed, so they didn’t need them. They didn’t have much
money but still managed to feed themselves. With so little material rubbish
cluttering up their lives, they had time for each other, their family, friends and
neighbours. This is my impression of the people of Adaba.
Their absolute faith in God also overwhelmed me. During one of my lessons I
asked my students to find out different things about the student sitting next to them.
One guy revealed he was not afraid of the dark, the reason being ‘…because I am
hopeful of God’. He is 18 years old.
So many times, walking from one end of the compound to the other, I heard my
name being called. I’d look around but couldn’t see anyone. I could only make out
that it was the voice of a child coming from over a fence in the distance. So, I
would wave and shout ‘Salem’ in that general direction. I have neighbours in my
own rural village whom, if I met, I probably wouldn’t even recognise.
The people of Adaba are, in my eyes, amazing people. They are genuinely
warm, extremely hospitable and the smile they give to accompany their
greetings, would blow you away. The way the locals themselves greet each other
baffled me for the first five weeks. I couldn’t work out what the hell they were
saying to each other that took so long. I thought that maybe they were trying to
kill time until the third or fourth cheek-kiss was given. Then I was told they were
basically asking each other in four or five different ways: ‘How are you?’ A local
told me: ‘We genuinely want to know how the other person is… how life is
treating them’. Wow. That’s something I don’t see too often at home in th’oul rat
race.
I miss the shoulder shuffle dances, the coffee ceremonies (even if there was
always have a bag of sugar in each cup), and putting on a clean pair of trousers and
being up to your knees in muck five minutes later. I miss having conversations
where the only thing that was understood was that you were both smiling. I miss
witnessing, every day, people showing one another complete and absolute respect.
I’m not saying that Ireland is completely bankrupt when it comes to positive,
meaningful aspects of life, but let’s face it; the ‘olden’ days are called that for a
reason.
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Anyway, it was definitely worth the sunburnt scalp, forehead, nose and
painfully blistered shoulders, …and I got to lay two blocks! It was, undoubtedly,
the best experience of my life so far. I’ll be back! (Arnie accent).
Tip for future fair skinned volunteers: If you have blisters the size of golf balls
on your shoulders and the children keep patting them, don’t repeatedly shout ‘Ow’,
as this word is also Amharic (their main language) for ‘Yes’.
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The Waves of Welcome
By David Millea
‘Ethiopia, where is that?’ For some all it is, is what they
see on television e.g. starvation, poverty, flies, disabled,
trachoma sufferers, many, many diseases, swollen,
hungry stomachs, drought, death and not forgetting
AIDS. The deadly virus so widespread in Africa, the
world’s worst! But all is not as you believe, there’s far
more to this beautiful country besides just hardship, as I
learnt from my six weeks in Ethiopa. Here I reminisce
my six weeks incredible experience that was ‘Ethiopia’,
my most memorable times, put to paper.
My first sight of Ethiopia was when we landed in
Addis Ababa and it wasn’t until the next morning that I could appreciate my
surroundings because it was nighttime and it was raining so I couldn’t view
anything properly until the next morning, and then what behold me was simply
beautiful. The city is enormous, full of life, one of the largest in Africa. Amazing
scenes, beggars everywhere but don’t give them anything because if they see you
giving money, you will be surrounded by them! There were disabled men, women
and children trying to sell you anything and everything! There were animals
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everywhere, people
driving on both
sides of the road,
chaos! I loved the
city with many
extraordinary
things to see and
such interesting
people to meet,
people will
constantly come up
to and welcome
you, they would
talk to you for so
long and be so
interested in
everything about
you.
Most of the
people spoke very good English,
which was extremely helpful. The people are so friendly, happy and content with
what little they have, always smiling and waving. I just thought to myself, this is
a different world, a happy, friendly one.
Just two short days in Ethiopia completely changed my views on Africa. It was
not as I had seen on the television, at all. On our journey to Adaba, we started to
see the true Ethiopia. The scenery was so beautiful, breathtaking, everywhere I
looked, little round straw houses and people waving as we passed in the jeep.
People were so excited to see us.
When we reached Adaba we were overcome with an unforgettable welcome.
Everyone came up to us, smiling and shaking our hands. I felt like a celebrity.
Our site work was tough, but extremely fulfilling. We would work from nine in
the morning until it would rain, as it did every day, around four o’clock. We
would put large rocks and stones on burellas (stretchers) and lift them, lots of
shovelling into the tough soil which was really hard and tiring. Mixing cement
too, manually, with a shovel was hard work. Hard work, but it was worth it. I got
to learn lots about the locals whilst working and learning some of the native
language: Amhairc.
We gave all the workers gifts filling fifty bags with different items, e.g. shoes,
working gloves, books, pens, children’s toys, clothing, etc. To witness their elated
faces was overwhelming to say the least, felt so good to give.
There were many plays/dramas/acts with the children and tutors from the local
school. They were done in English and Amharic. They performed plays for our
entertainment so to return the gesture we did a play ourselves for their
entertainment, and entertaining it was! I played a guard and when it came to say
my lines, I got stagefright, totally forgot my lines! Once the locals stopped the
laughter at the sight of my costume and my absent mind, I finally remembered
and came through.
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On the last week we held a sports day. Everyone lent a hand. I was the medal
holder for the winners of each event. Children were all over me, yelling they had
come first, second or third when they hadn’t! I had the medals around my neck
and on both my arms and the children were hanging out of me, nearly strangling
me! It was an honour to be able to give out the medallions and witness the happy
faces.
My time in Ethiopia was an unforgettable, enjoyable experience, which will
always fondly stay in my memory. I am so grateful to have got the chance, I
would recommend anyone if they got the chance to go, to jump at it! It will really
open your eyes and you will learn a lot more about yourself.
The saddest part of my experience was leaving the compound, the entire town
was there to say goodbye. They didn’t want us to leave. Friends I had made
during my stay, so emotional, so hard to deal with. The children crying was by far
the hardest to cope with. I said my farewells, exchanged postal addresses with
friends I had made and headed off down the ‘Gaza Strip’. Swarms of children
chasing after us, still in tears, trying to catch the very last glimpse of us.
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Civilisation
By Ruth Mullan
Its very difficult to describe in a few paragraphs my
experience in Adaba. As cliché as it sounds, Africa was
both an opportunity and a challenge of a lifetime.
As much as one does realise this while one is actually
there, personally it really hit home on the flight back to
Ireland. When we arrived in Egypt the airhostess
somewhat jokingly asked me the question ‘How does it
feel to going back to civilisation’. I found this quite
strange and didn’t really know what to say, I suppose we
had grown accustomed to the freezing cold showers, the
mud and even those horrible flies. ‘For the love of God!’
But also on a less shallower level I found myself questioning whether or not we
had just been to ‘Civilisation’. Don’t get me wrong I know that in retrospect here in
Ireland we live privileged lives, and often we don’t even realise this until
something awful happens or in our case have seen the third world. Eventually I
came to the conclusion that I had just come from civilisation. I understand that
technically the civilising process is concerned with manners and being socially
acceptable and what not. However getting to the point, I have never in my life, and
possibly may never again, met such a warm hospital people before. In a sense their
simple way of life which is similar to Ireland centuries ago is extremely admirable
and I find myself now longing for it. They really appreciate what they have which I
suppose is to be expected and treat each other with respect. I found them extremely
loving. They don’t have much but they would give you everything. Ethiopia really
is the land of hospitality. I would like to finish with a small bit of advice for all
future volunteers, you only have one chance on the merry go round so make the
best of it!!
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Meet the Team (Robe)
Dualta ‘I don’t care’ Roughneen: Dull and rough by name
and by nature. Often seen running to Goba in favour of
doing work on site. Conversation went downhill with a
mere mention of his name. Moaned constantly about cold
showers, lack of household facilities, washing up and not
having enough time in the sun – failed to plan ahead
resulting in many crisis involving broken jeeps and biting
monkeys. Picked fights with the soundest locals. Boasted
about his dart skills. Turned scrawny overnight. Mood
alternated between anger and rage. Never really understood
the term ‘leader’. Smiled the last day.
Paul ‘Fat Feet’ Quail: Our resident MacGyver, could fix
the toilet with a 5p and a matchstick, thought concentration
was not his thing, could never be accused of having a stiff
upper lip. Despite not being stupid, managed to inflict
second degree burns on his feet. Though he enjoyed his time
here, the one with ‘ter her’ reckons nothing will come close
to Quail Mountain. Nurses Aid.

Yvonne ‘Florence Nightingale’ Flanagan: Half the Robe
population reaped the benefits of her expertise, even the
canine quarter. Deceptively quiet, wicked sense of humour.
Can’t sew and not quite sure of the benefits of anaesthetic
on cold sores, but always willing to try alternative
medicines. Turned the kitchen into a massage parlour, all
above board though. Not one to waste time on the phone.
Fell out of favour with Dualta more often than expected. Let
herself down. Eejit.
Patrick ‘Lovely’ Linehan: Question??? Protector of the clan,
our in-house diplomat. Though for him it was a thing of
nothing. The children were another matter and he felt it best to
take the direct approach with a few getting a toe for their
behaviour. Always had a hectic schedule but despite his
programme always made it back for dinner. An early riser who
never liked to see us idle so employed unorthodox methods to
wake us up at unorthodox hours. A born leader, redeemed.
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Catriona ‘Mé féiner’ Riordan: Best tea-maker and
dishwasher on site. Not one for the trashy novels. Didn’t
give a monkey about work on site. Too much monkeying
around, pampered herself with skin exfoliator and mosquito
repellent. Sleep tight, don’t let the bed bugs bite. Didn’t let a
monkey get between her and the craic. Too much
monkeying around. Took a few days holidays in Addis,
because she got a little scratch.

Patrick Joseph ‘well when I was here three years ago it
was great’ Doyle: Despite his taste in music and his love of
Abba he managed to find love in Robe. A true romantic ‘the
longest journey you will ever make is from your head to
your heart’. Aw! After a week on the run he was afraid to let
rip. Selective in his knowledge of pasteurisation and
household duties, he often left us in the dark due to his
fondness for candlelights. Exudes negativity.

Niamh ‘Neem; Connolly: Slanty-eyed after the odd castel.
Too lazy to have an accident. Bed became her best friend.
Not one for the kind word or the velvet voice. Accent
changed as often as her hairdo. No Pele on the football field.
Took pride in her pasta and her pictures. Never left the
house without her camera and a complaint. Love, pet,
darling.

Margaret ‘Mother Teresa’ Cox: After fainting in a muddy
rain-soaked field she managed to return home miraculously
dry. Wonders will never cease. Our wannabe E‘theo’pian.
Was always in demand for coffee ceremonies. Positive
thinking a must ‘you know’. Although she progressed
steadily with her Amharic, relied heavily on pigeon-English
to communicate with the ‘habashi’ and introduced them to
weetabix and lollipops. Fancied herself as a photographer.
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Carmel ‘Mamma’ Quinn: Never one to over react or
stamp her feet. prone to talking to vacant spaces and
musical instruments. As the most senior and mature
member of the group she could always be relied upon to be
a tower of strength and a font of wisdom. ‘People in glass
cages should never throw sugar!’ A great woman for candy,
though the poor kids got none, the group were well looked
after. ‘I want an adventure’, suffered altitude sickness and
light-headedness as a consequence. Not one to complain. a
saviour in the orphanage a physio-whizzio.
Dominick ‘the slayer’ Healy: quare fella from
Roscommon got in touch with his feminine side. Preferred
pink nail polish to black. Introduces new work practices on
side. Tried to get an all-over tan. Regained his masculinity
by beheading Michael the goat, though cracked under the
stream and sobbed for two days solid. Hobbies include
waterfights with girls, drawing with Carmel and painting
nails. Not such a big bad Dom after all. Rocker.

Cristin ‘Slater’ O’Gorman: Liked a slow start to her day,
she was often left wondering where the cornflakes went and
why the milk was hot. Competition with Lazarus for the last
bowl. A carrier of one-sided burellas on site. never short of
an admirer. Despite attempts to thwart her efforts, avid
recycler of wine bottles. Cord freak. Big time gambler.
made the most of Catriona’s misfortune by modelling her
wardrobe on site. Always one for a good chuckle and
enjoyed mixing business with pleasure. Not one to follow
the leader.

Aine ‘Onions’ O’Malley: Liked to get down and get dirty
on site. One of the best cooks. Molla’s best customer.
Dangerous after a few beers. Taste for blood. More
dangerous when hungover. Not the most co-ordinated with
a shovel. Loved showing her builder’s bum to the lads on
site. Wardrobe alternated between her blue top and her
white top. made nice sultana rock buns. Plain ones lacked
flavour. Jekyll and Hyde.
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Daily Review
Thursday, 26
June: Set off from
Dublin via
Heathrow via
Alexandria to
Addis Ababa –
surprisingly, no
one got lost. 23
ferengies.
Friday, 27 June:
Paul and Tom lose
luggage. Margaret
introduces herself
to the group.
Saturday, 28 June: Addis – internet cafe found.
Sunday, 29 June: Who let the dogs out!! They never stopped – what a start to a
great day. Omelettes all round for breakfast. Nigel Bruce, Basil Rathbone!!! Alias
Sherlock Holmes and Watson. Wouldn’t get a look in. I offered my help – equipped
with boxers at the top of the stairs! Tom took one look and sent us back to bed!
Ruff! Ruff!
Monday, 30 June: The Big Clean Up. Great activity, scrubbing, washing,
mopping, dettol-sipe the world away. Night, night, sleep tight and dont’t let the bed
bugs bits. Sound advice from the group’s most bitten member.
Tuesday, 1 July: First day on site – productive – people finding muscles in places
they never knew they had places. No one at home wants to talk to Margaret.
Caitriona still getting bites at nite. Well, Holy God! Carmel and Pat venture over to
church after a hard day’s work to experience the Rosary and Music! Our song all in
Amharic. Games colour with hands and fingers! Romantic dinner as electricity
goes for most of the day. Go, go factor 90!. Boys too shy to tell Aine she’d scalding
her back in the midday sun. Very sore when she finds out.
Wednesday, 2 July: The farmer tans were on display. The honeymoon period is
over on site. Work is tough and monotonous. Carmel proves herself the incredible
hulkett on site with mounds of clay shovelled up unlike anything the locals had
ever seen before. Dinners prove to be very interesting. Carmel pronounced ‘Do
you know those bugs you get in your knickers! Well, I find a good ironing kills
them dead’.
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Thursday, 3 July: Late Wednesday night, Dominick saves Carmel from the killer
daddy-long-legs. First visit to the pub – nice quiet and relaxing – then we got
home… overdose of speed (Cardgam) genetically modified birds.
Friday, 4 July: Sad day for the orphanage people – little six-week-old Tigist died
yesterday evening. RIP. Independence day. Several members of the family show
their independence by staying in bed well past the 8.00 am mark.
Saturday, 5 July: Graduation day on site. Patrick hires jeep for first anniversary
date with Zalella. Tigistu wonders is marriage his aim. So does Patrick. Cristin
runs home in the dark under the influence of Axum’s finest red wine. Paul tests his
patience and teaches lucky few ‘whist’ card game. Quote Paul: ‘second national
game of Ireland!’.
Sunday, 6 July: Early Mass. Enthralling homily. Bright-eyed, busy-tailed
volunteers head off to Dinshoo National Park. Then slap-up meal in Wake Shebele,
Goba. Happy days as Dublin and Meath are knocked out.
Monday, 7 July: Volunteers display a thick-skinned stubborness as they work
through constant driving rain all morning. The novelty will surely wear off.
Afternoon work called off due to absent rain – all workers went to shops. School
starts – lesson no. 1 – housekeeping – poor attendance. No gas for the cooking –
had to resort to the kerosene –
lovely dinner all the same.
Yvonne and Áine purchase some
local pastries for dessert –
yummy!
Tuesday, 8 July: Second day of
school – masses and masses.
Pandemonium ensues. Very little
in the line of education. No gas
for cooking! ‘I love U’ language
for Cristin during serious
meeting on education situation.
Some people had other things on
(his) mind!
Wednesday, 9 July: Margaret
gets her diploma. Much
celebrations are had. Order
restored in school. 200 children
refused education.
Thursday, 10 July: Caitriona loses a leg. P. J. gets sick, and sick again and then
sick again. Dominick loses 600 Birr to Cristin… hustled. Kindness highlighted in
group, once again. Thoughtful card made for Margaret.
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Friday, 11 July: Cristin loses 500 Birr to Dualta. Prompt payment anticipated.
Arrival of Adaba, strangers to Robe. Ferengi population of Robe at all time
maximum. Comparison of facilities yields the result that we need a TV. Disco day
in school. P. J. getting jiggy with it. Adaba crew tell how great their diary is in
comparison.
Saturday, 12 July: Off to the hills. Aba Mulato struggles under the weight of his
jeep. Br Tom upsets Solomon… by not thinking. Adaba Caroline makes
miraculous recovery from malaria and stomach ulcer. Yvonne and Niamh lost a bet
and they had to pay P. J. and Paul 25 Birr each.
Sunday, 13 July: Everyone up bright and early for Mass at 8.00 am. Some people
had breakfast in bed. Thanks Paul. Adaba team returned from their weekend in
Robe but Simon and Ruth enjoyed their time so much that they decided to stay a
while longer. P. J. showed the troops to the river. ‘If you say that’s beautiful P. J. –
I’ll shove you into the river.’ All sitting round on towels and sleeping bags.
Carmel: ‘Why can’t I sit on your sleeping bag? Am I black?’ as we were
surrounded by the locals. Hilarious as P. J. gets locals to perfect Dublin dialect
‘Jees… us’.
Monday, 15 July: Ruth and Simon catch the early bus to Sheshemene. Catriona
had enough of the bed bugs and threw out her bed today. Loads of post arrived for
the crew today. A velvety frog greets us under suspicious circumstances.
Orphanage today was heart scalding. Oil was being given out (4L) to the people of
Goba.
Tuesday, 15 July: St Swithin’s Day – maybe the Ethiopians would like forty days
of rain! Assisted with bulgar and oil distribution. 1,500 dependents, enough for just
fifteen days then do it all again! Paul gets stitched up again! Well done Yvonne 2:1.
Wednesday, 16 July: ‘Carmel’s Birthday!’ Cristin plans on moving out… I think
she does curse us and would laugh were we to kick the bucket. The unionised site
workers and the part-time site worker invented a one-way system for removing the
sods from the site. However, some of the unionised site workers had difficulty
following it. Carmel worked on her birthday on the site and kept on telling us to
sod off all day. First drinks in Ethiopia. Dominick falls asleep reading.
Thursday, 17 July: Áine battered and bruised but comes out bearing her teeth.
Sickness starts to set in. Downhill from here. Cristin is tired. Toilets are crammed
all day. Disco fever hits Robe at 4 o’clock. Several kids leave with black eyes due
to the popularity of DJ P. J.’s hand. Yvonne will have a busy day tomorrow. No rest
for the weekend.
Friday, 18 July: Off to Sheshemene for a wee break in the spring of hot showers.
Carmel shouts the house down after getting locked in her hotel room. had
wonderful day in Wande Genet, thanks to Br Tom’s persuasion.
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Saturday, 19 July: Hot water heaven. Wende Genet. P. J. loses his shorts. Carmel
and Aba Baraki share hot shower in the hills. Dave Gaffney outing. Catriona and
Margaret brave the hot sands. and P. J. and Carmel and Aisling and Baraki.
Dominick also loses his shorts!
Sunday, 20 July: Back to reality in Robe after a slight hitch on the road between
Adaba and Robe. Cristin gets chickenpox. Dualta forgets petrol!! Diesel.
Monday, 21 July: Dull day. Nothing interesting to note. Work on the site
progressed extremely well during out absence. We should go on weekend breaks
more often. Many members of the group are starting to suffer stomach bugs.
Christin suffers from a Tommy Bug!
Tuesday, 22 July: Carpenters fail to turn up at work. Paul cites sore throat as
excuse not to step up to the task. Epic football match ends with bread and
marmalade. Unequal distribution
of post at the big brother house.
Carmel has a soft spot for pigeons.
No not Patrick, actual pigeons.
Paul and Yvonne are experiencing
‘uppy love’. Lazarus, come forth.
Wednesday, 23 July: Marathon
walk to Goba for some of the crew.
Carmel gets locked into classroom.
Thursday, 24 July: Real work
starts on site in earnest. Notable
absentees… due to light showers?
Women’s world cup first leg –
Ithyopiaa 6 Hairland 4. Unlucky in
defeat but still not very good.
Training tomorrow at 7.00 am,
after Mass. Dinner with the Sisters
of Charity and some ‘good
seriously photos’.
Friday, 25 July: Its Friday again –
and no fish! Something akid to rot
is setting in – brutal honesty, silly
childish pranks, memory games.
Saturday, 26 July: Soromar caves. ‘Chris the sudocrem girl!’ Jeep journeys
become more deadly. A kidney popped out driving over a 10 ft rock. Luckly Dualta
was about to punch it back into place. Catriona gets mugged by a monkey but
Dualta foils his plan.
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Sunday, 27 July:
Had an exciting
exhilerating day in
search of the Goba
waterfall. Great turn
out of people from the
site. 5 km me eye!
Two and a half hours
later, all uphill and in
the blazing heat, led
to the beginning of
the excitement. We
climbed up, down,
over and under,
Tarzan-style with the
vines, taking our lives
in our hands with
every step. Class!
Zig-zagged across a
most gorgeous river
and there it was – the
waterfall. Lunch on
the hoof. After torrential rain very ‘slippy and trippy’ on the way down. (see
skating – Ethiopian style). Everyone got soaked and was two hours late for meal.
Definitely ‘a great day’.
Monday, 28 July: Site was slow. Carmel video the family at the orphanage.
Catriona and Dualta go in search of rabies vaccine but fail.
Tuesday, 29 July: Catriona and Dualta went to Addis for rabies vaccine. Went to
see the Orthodox orphanage today. Zarihinn holds a coffee ceremony for the
punters. Carmel opts for salt in her coffee for a bit of variety., Dominick writes a
note in Solomon’s diary. ‘Kissing is the telephone of love’ apparently. Abba
Baraki starts distributing the grain.
Wednesday, 30 July: Sports Day – medals all round. Great success. Five teams –
green, blue, white, orange and purple. Crazy hairdo for Niamh and Carmel. The
boss is away. I smell party. Catriona receives vaccines from British Embassy
Clinic.
Thursday, 31 July: Dualta and Abba Malatu head back to Robe. Catriona stays in
Addis for another injection tomorrow. The group headed to the market – got
presents for families at home. Dominick bought a goat – christened Michael.
Friday, 1 August: Nine of the group went via bus to Goba after being pied pipers
on the way. At the orphanage Samual designed and drew a car in the Ethiopian
colours. William came from France. Carmel had last tin whistle class.
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Saturday, 2 August: Rain. Catriona, P. J. and Yawala returns to Robe the worse for
wear. Dominick slaughters the goat (Michael) on behalf of the group. A great party
was had by the group and the site team. Singing and dancing – a whole load of
craic.
Sunday, 3 August: The group attended a local wedding. Very unhappy-looking
bride and groom. Food fantastic – everyone ate with their fingers. Carmel made a
‘faux pas’. Most of group headed out for one last night. Niamh fell asleep.
Solomon became our friend. Definitely the most horrendous toilets ever.
Monday, 4 August: Last day in Robe!! The big clean up. Catriona finally has her
third accident – the cabbage. Paul makes giant 50 pence pieces, and finally cracks
up. Carmel beats Domo in darts and wonders if he just let her win.
Tuesday, 5 August: Langano
eventually. Dominick absconds
with the Adaba group, hitchhiking to Dodola. Carmel had an
upset stomach but bears up well.
Made me travel when sick as a
dog! patrick and P. J. separate
from the group, persuing other
projects. Battle of the bands,
resounding success for Adaba.
Robe disapponted yet again. Nil
Points.
Wednesday,
6
August:
Nazareth and Sodore… A lucky
few meet up with the new
Bishop. Caitriona gets the
needle … gets the needle.
Thursday, 7 August: Addis
Adaba, shopping, shopping and
then a bit more shopping. Visit
to Pauline Conway and the
Embassy. Tom talks the talk
with new Bishop and everyone
gets a good night’s sleep.
Speeches are heard in a fancy
Indian restaurant. Everyone is toughed by kind words bar Dualta who fails to get a
mention for his eh… hard work.
Friday, 8 August: Up, up and away. Final day as Patrick and Mags sees the group
off at Bale Airport. Not a tear to be seen!
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Not putting any pressure on you, but…
By Dualta Roughneen
As a third time volunteer to Ethiopia with the Lasallian
Africa Projects, but as a first time Group Leader, as one
would call it, I suppose a new element of newness, for
me, was being added to the trip, hopefully preventing
staleness or maybe, though I would hate to say it,
tedium, setting in. Definitely the aim was to challenge
myself a little bit more as well as the pleasure of giving
people orders.
The trips are definitely aimed at first time volunteers to
developing countries, with aim of being an eye-opener,
and an introduction to the difficulties and wonders
associated with living in community and communion with African people, who
know less about our way of life than we do about theirs. It is supposed to be a
learning experience, in a ‘safe’, dare I say it, controlled environment. That is why, I
would not, having been a repeat volunteer myself, recommend the trips to someone
hoping for an equally rewarding experience. It probably will not happen, what you
get from the first trip is hard to repeat, as the wonder, awe and enthusiasm , I feel,
can & do lessen. The experience provides the tools and a pinch of knowledge that
will help one move on a step further in dealing with Developing Nations, be it in a
Humanitarian, Educational, Diplomatic, Christian or whatever role.
This year, the experience from a leadership point of view, was definitely
different. There is more of a demand to stay focused throughout the 6 weeks,
though sometimes tiring, the end result, for me, was definitely a more rewarding
trip. Feeling that less time had been lost than in previous years, indulging my own
whims and caprices, sulking or being in less than positive frame of mind about
things.
For each volunteer, especially those on their first trip to Africa or the like, the
primary benefit of these projects, has to be the interaction they provide with the
local community, be it working together on the building site, sharing, on an equal
basis, the difficulties of the labour, but providing a light relief for the workers,
merely from the smiles, conversation and laughter, or as a teacher, giving the
children, and adults alike, the access to a native English speaker, the language they
require to get to university.
Each volunteer has the chance to make a difference, merely by dedication of
time, to the lives of, in this case, the Ethiopian Bale people. From talking with the
Bale people, there is a deep appreciation of the efforts the group make in the
providing funds to help build educational facilities in their area, but this would be
lost were the volunteers not willing to get a hands on experience, in the searing
sun, and torrential rain, and put themselves on an equal footing as the locals, who
do not have the option of taking shelter in the rain, or taking a water break every 10
minutes. Put yourself out, inconvenience yourself, go that extra, extra kilometre.
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That little extra sacrifice, the show of solidarity, makes a big difference in the
impression the volunteers can leave behind. It is the responsibility of each
volunteer the impression that he/she will leave behind as their legacy, they have a
responsibility to themselves and to the projects, to create the most positive impact
possible, in the short time that is spent discovering a small part of Africa. Forget
the cynicism, and pack a suitcase full of enthusiasm instead, just for the six weeks;
it’s lighter, easier to carry, and doesn’t weigh other people down, but can be shared
around.
It is fair to say, local people in small rural towns and villages, generally
experience ‘ferenji’ in management capacities, be it with NGO’s or other
organisations, and unfortunately, though not through the fault of the people in these
positions, the result is that the ‘ferenji’ would not be accustomed to seeing us
getting our hands dirty, and it is good to help change this mindset, by putting the
greatest effort possible for the short time we are there. Like the rest of this article, it
is an old cliché, but what you put into the project in Africa, will be proportional to
what you get out of it, and what the project gets out of you. You don’t want to go
home thinking you could have done more, or achieved more, thinking you did not
give it your all
One bad impression can colour the good that has been achieved by countless
others, and it is important to not let this happen… so to all you future volunteers…
the power is YOURS!!!
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Monkey Business
By Catriona Riordan
One Saturday morning the group went to the Soromar
caves for a spot of sightseeing. On arrival we all tucked
into our packed lunch. I wasn’t particularly hungry so I
decided to keep mine until later and held it in my hand.
this proved to be a Big mistake!!
As I began my descent into the cave a monkey bit my
finger in a bid to obtain the food. Immediately Yvonne –
our resident nurse and carer for many people in Robe –
washed my wounds and bandaged my finger. On arrival
back to our lodgings she recommended that I started
taking a course of antibiotics. The next step in treating
my misfortune was to obtain the rabies vaccine. This proved to be very difficult
and required a considerable amount of time and energy by the group leader Dualta
to find a source. Initially he sought it out in the local health clinic and the Goba
Hospital but it was not available in either. Next, Dualta spent a whole day ringing
several hospitals but still no joy. At this stage it was three days since the bite and I
was becoming really stressed and anxious. I had a constant headache and spent
much time crying in private because I was so worried about not being able to find
the medicine and the fact that the risk of infection was becoming more serious. The
other members of the group provided me with great support during this difficult
period and without them it would have been impossible for me to cope. In the end,
Dualta found a source on the Monday evening. He phoned the Irish Embassy and
the Irish Ambassador, Pauline Conway, arranged for me to receive the rabies
vaccine in the British Embassy Clinic in Addis Ababa on the Wednesday morning.
The relief I felt was unbelievable. Finally, after three agonising days I was going to
obtain the necessary medication for my bite. The next item on the monkey bite
treatment agenda was how I would travel to Addis Ababa. On the Tuesday morning
Abba Malatu kindly drove Dualta and myself to the capital and the next morning
we went to the British Embassy Clinic for my treatment. The doctor informed that
the treatment Yvonne had administered reduced my risk of obtaining any infectious
diseases by 90%. So I would like to sincerely thank Yvonne for her quick thinking
and for her care. This was the first of three visits to the Embassy Clinic for
treatment as the rabies vaccine involved five injections, one on days 1, 3, 7, 14 and
28. I had to stay in the capital in order to receive the day 3 and 7 injections and the
fathers in the seminary kindly looked after me during this time. On arrival back to
Ireland I received the day 14 and 28 injections from my GP, Dr Pat Daly. I also had
to go to the Infectious Diseases Clinic in St James Hospital in Dublin as the doctors
there were anxious to make sure I had obtained all the necessary medication and to
assess my general health.
Don’t get me wrong, going to Ethiopia was one of the most rewarding
experiences I have ever had and I would do it again at the drop of a hat but I was
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never prepared for my monkey bite experience. I never thought such a simple little
bite on the finger would have entailed so much time, effort, stress, strain and
medication. However, it did show me that the group of people I was with in Robe
were wonderful. Their support throughout the whole thing really helped me to get
through it and their get well card really cheered me up when I was feeling
lonesome in the seminary in Addis Ababa.
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The Richest People I Know
By Cristin O’Gorman
Although I felt I was thoroughly prepared for my trip to
Ethiopia, many questions came to mind. What if I didn’t
like the people, or what if they didn’t like me? How
would I survive without chocolate, a working toilet or a
mobile phone? What if I got ill – really ill? But these
questions slipped into the background as my excitement
at the prospect of adventure grew. Ready or not, I
thought, here I come.
It was only when we arrived in Addis Ababa that the
shock of it all hit home hard. There are few words to
describe the sheer contrast between Addis and my home
town of Carlow – ‘Another world’ comes to mind. ‘Another galaxy’ even better. I
was overwhelmed by the number of people, people everywhere, aligning the
mucky streets and standing in doorways of galvanised shacks. Women and children
arms outstretched, begging. The apparent desperation of people and the sea of
faces was nerve-wracking. These people had nothing. I wondered if I was as ready
for Ethiopia as I thought.
After a few days we set off for the town of Robe. With a little trepidation at
what I would find. I wondered, what would I be doing? And more importantly, was
I up to it? It was on my first day in Robe that I realised Ethiopia was a very special
place and it got better from then on. I saw dozens of skinny legs and bare feet, not a
shoe in sight. Dull galvanised shacks stood on swampy earth. Despite extreme
poverty, there was exuberance for life and all its possibilities. Despite lack of
resources, the people were industrious and energetic. Women carried huge
branches tied onto their backs. Despite deprivation, the people glowed with
warmth, pride, dignity and generosity. I was touched by the warm welcome I
received everywhere I went. I never felt like an outsider or an unwelcome guest. In
each house that I visited, the people made a great effort to make me feel at home.
Sharing meals, coffee and conversation is an essential part of life, one which we in
our fast-paced Western society often fail to nurture.
It took me a while to graciously accept a gift from someone I knew really
couldn’t afford it. I remember the first coffee ceremony I attended in a small hut
on the outskirts of Robe. I sipped politely on the visitor’s cup of coffee, observing
my surroundings. Accepting a cup of coffee is one thing, accepting the only chair
in the place is another – who am I to have this honour bestowed upon me? I
thought. I would rather have sat on the floor with everyone else. So I hovered,
hunched and awkward, eventually sitting because it was too painfully conspicuous
to stand. It was difficult to accept the gift of honour offered. I wondered if my
reluctance was based on guilt that I, who have so much education, savings,
opportunities – should be taking even more from someone who has so little, and
elevated to a status that I did nothing to deserve. This was something that really
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impressed me about
Ethiopian people. In
spite
of
such
ridiculous
odds,
their
generosity
always
shone
through. Whether
these gifts were a
cup of coffee, the
only chair in the
house and on some
occasions
being
entertained by their
traditional
‘shoulder shuffle’
dance. I have never
been the type to feel
awkward when it
comes to dancing…
I am a ‘let my hair
down and go for it’ kind of gal… but I must confess to a large amount of
awkwardness when it came to dancing in a style that I had never experienced
before. With a weak smile, and feeling like this was a farce to rival any ‘Carry On’
movie I abandoned my inhibitions and danced.
Another gift I received was appreciation for my work. I came to realise the most
previous item I brought these people I could never have fitted into my suitcase. I
brought hope and optimism.
I had the honour of teaching English in Ethiopia. This was probably one of the
most rewarding experiences of my life, it was so challenging to try and control a
group of children who had no common first language and for whom English was
thus a poor substitute. It was even more so because the children were used to a very
didactic teacher/student role and it was hard to get them to take the classes
seriously. The challenges were gradually overcome and as I gained the respect of
the students, I felt an enormous sense of satisfaction. I suppose my main problem
was I could never be too angry with the kids, one smile or cheeky comment and
they knew they had me. I wouldn’t have wanted it any other way.
I have amazing memories of the people I met, friendships I made and activities
we shared. Ethiopians are a warm and friendly people – they show interest and
respect to outsiders, and although constant calls of ‘firengi’ (white person) can lead
one to want Harry Potter’s Invisibility Cloak, it’s usually meant in good faith. I
never once felt unsafe in Ethiopia, well amongst the Irish maybe, but never directly
from the Ethiopian people.
The orphanage in Goba was an impressive eye-opener into how people
survived. Their strength and resilience was incredible. As I listened to their stories
and saw their faces I felt humbled. How can I not learn from them and pay tribute
to them?
Now that I have returned home I am still bewildered by my experience in
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Ethiopia. I have spent six weeks with people who considered a pen a treasure. Yet
they were the richest people I’d ever met. In a place of plenty, true riches can get
lost.
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Time Travel
By Paul Quail
On 26 June 2003 we left Dublin airport and arrived in
Addis Ababa, the capital city of Ethiopia, on the 16 June
1995. Ethiopia is one of the few African countries never
to be colonised. As a result of remaining independent
Ethiopia follows a different calendar. However, after a
few days in Ethiopia it appeared to be more like 800
years rather than 8 years different from what we were
used to at home.
On arrival the huge density of people immediately
struck me, and unlike European cities there were few
high-rise buildings. Yet there were snap-shots of modern
infrastructure, such as an excellent road system and bridges. Two days later we
travelled 250 miles south into the Bale Region to Robe, this was to be our home for
the next six weeks. Our tasks were wide and varied, from building a school,
teaching in Robe compound and working with the children in Goba Orphanage. I
believe none of these tasks could have been undertaken or completed had we not
interacted and absorbed the richness and uniqueness of the local culture which
fundamentality underpinned all our work.
One of the most vivid memories that accompanied me home took place during
my first coffee ceremony in a family home. By Irish standards, this house could be
described as a mud hut with a grass roof and no sanitation. Yet, this house was most
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definitely a home. In the midst of their physical deprivation, their richness was
exposed on the wall with the words ‘Destnea Hunitche Atisan’, which means,
‘Don’t Worry Be Happy’. This was to become the catchphrase for the duration of
our stay (for some of the female members of the group it had to be repeated on a
number of occasions). This coffee ceremony highlighted the reality of present life
in Ireland. We are building bigger houses, yet we have more broken homes. The
rapid growth in Mass Means of Communication means we can communicate with
people on the other side of the world in an instance, yet many people never have
time to talk to their neighbour. We have taken great strides in medical science, we
have a pill for every ill, yet never before has there been so many sick and
discontented people.
This is in sharp contrast to the Ethiopian lifestyle as I experienced it. They live
in the present time, rather than focus on the future. Plans are not made for foreign
holidays or saving money for ‘rainy days’. Living in the present allows them to
adopt and hold values that we only strive to achieve. A society is judged by how it
treats its weakest and most vulnerable members. The people of Robe excel in their
treatment of the weaker members. They appear to have so little, yet they have so
much that we in Ireland do not have because we cannot buy it. Their respect for the
elderly is evident in both their greetings to them and affection shown to them.
In the security of our compound, we in the Robe Team, spent many a night
dismantling and unravelling the uniqueness of this culture. One could be forgiven
for thinking that our lives mirrored that of the Walton family with the long table
and long chats at night time which were often interrupted with short intervals of
lively arguments and games (which often resulted in someone having breakfast in
bed).
On leaving we followed the annual custom of both the Irish and Ethiopians
exchanging presents. Yet, the best present was received by the Irish group – a
priceless present – and that was the presence of the Robe community in our lives
for six weeks.
The main focus
of my work was
the building of a
new school for
twelfth grade
students, now
that I have
returned home
my focus is to
attempt to
assimilate the
richness of their
lives and
intertwine it
into my daily
life and
encounters with
people.
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Now I can only question if the time travel mentioned earlier was in fact a travel
back in time. Or was it a travel to a time where we were stripped of all our excess
baggage and for a brief period we lived out the words on the wall, ‘Don’t Worry be
Happy’.
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‘Afufa, Afufa!’
By Carmel Quinn
The children from Goba’s Mother Theresa’s Orphanage
raced up the field every morning to greet us with shouts
of ‘afufa, afufa!’…balloons! Their smiles were always
welcoming and despite my protests they insisted on
calling me ‘Sister,’ while Yvonne became known as
‘Evan.’ I was constantly amazed by their fascination
with balloons and how bubbles, beach balls and even
nail varnish were but second best. Even used gloves
were inflated when supplies ran low!
The orphanage was really a home for the Destitute and
Dying housing over two hundred people and run by four
Mother Theresa Sisters. During our first week there, a six-week-old baby girl, no
bigger than your hand, died. She was just one of the many who arrive in little white
bundles some left at the gate, some handed over to the Sisters, some coming
without even their names. The Sisters do their best for everyone and the children
are well taken care of and loved. Many are integrated into the local schools, while
the younger ones attend a kindergarten at the orphanage. In the women’s section
there were unmarried mothers, widows, sick mothers all with their children and
mentally disabled orphans. One nineteen-year-old blind girl won all our hearts
especially when she presented us with our names in Braille. Margaret spent a lot of
time in the male section where many were mentally and physically disabled. The
orphanage had its own vegetable garden tended to by some of the men and older
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boys. They also bred
their own fowl while
others in a workshop
made furniture for
sale.
The Sisters
provided a service
similar to social
welfare, which
included daily
distribution of
cooked rice to the
hungry, administering
to the sick of the area,
too poor to avail of
medical services.
They also visited
poor families in the
town of Goba,
thereby meeting wide and varied needs of the community. In addition, they
organized fortnightly food relief to hundreds from Robe and Goba. This was one of
the most shocking sights I witnessed. One morning in the space of two and a half
hours we helped distribute oil and grain to fifteen hundred people, many of whom
had travelled miles to get there, some very elderly and weak, barely able to lift
their load let alone carry it home. To prevent reuse of the ration cards, everyone
was obliged to wait until the distribution was finished and it was very shocking and
humbling to see this number of people leave together in the scorching midday sun,
bearing their crumbs for survival.
In the orphanage we usually spent the early part of the morning nursing the
babies, massaging the children on the mats and mobilising those who, through
illness had lost the ability to walk. At ten o’clock they received tea with biscuits
and for lunch they ate traditional injara with chilli. The more able older children
helped to feed those younger and more dependant. We sang songs as often as we
could, ‘In and Out Through the Dusty Bluebells,’ the ‘Hokey Pokey’ and ‘Ring-aRing-a-Rosie!’ Lack of immunisation programmes for tuberculosis and polio were
evidenced by physical disability and the sound of coughing. Antibiotics for
gastrointestinal infections and more advanced medication for AIDS were not
available. I found this shocking coming from a society where such medication is
routine. One child, who had not walked since contracting TB five years previously,
made great progress in the few short weeks.
One Friday we painted hopscotch and snakes with the help of some of the
children. On Monday we were asked to do the same in the Men’s section as the
children got so much enjoyment from it over the weekend. We also painted flowers
and draughts in the Men’s section, bringing our used beer caps as draught pieces!
On the last day I dismantled our own clothesline and used it as a big rope to teach
the children skipping. Nail varnish was popular among everyone even the men!
Applying it to one hundred hands was always chaotic so I was very surprised one
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day when a seven year old boy brought me by the hand to a far off corner so I could
apply it to the elderly men sitting on the mat. The generosity and caring attitude of
this seven year old went beyond his years.
On the last Sunday we were all invited to the Wedding of a carer, who grew up
in the orphanage. In the week preceding the wedding the Ethiopian custom of
singing and clapping was a welcome distraction to us about to leave. As the
occasion grew nearer there was heightened excitement with the decoration of the
kindergarten and the construction of a marquee. Everyone joined in the
celebrations providing us with happy memories before our departure. On our last
day it was difficult to leave the children wondering what their future would hold
and if they’d remember our names or the words to the songs just as they had with
last year’s group – ‘every, every go!’
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Ethiopian Hospitality
By Áine O’Malley
Before leaving for Ethiopia I had many images in my
head of what I thought, I would encounter while I was
there. However, I was wrong in nearly every assumption.
All of my images of Africa were gained through the
media, which only portray famine and civil war, starving
babies and a dusty barren country. How spectacularly I
was proven wrong. With greenery to rival Ireland and
places of breathtaking natural beauty, Ethiopia defied all
my expectations. But Ethiopia does still have its
problems, the majority of Ethiopians live in such
poverty, with little or no health services or social
welfare. Many are one parent families who depend on their children to work in
order for the family to be able to survive at the most basic level. What is so
inspirational is their attitude is so positive and they keep looking to the future for
change. I have no doubt that with the project like the one that we have just
participated in that change will only be a matter of time. These projects enable the
next generation to have a better quality of life.
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Our first introduction into Ethiopian culture was coffee ceremonies, which were
a major activity while we were there. Very rarely did an evening to by without
someone having one to go too. Having made your arrangements days in advance
you met your host by the gates of the compound, where they would escort you
through the mud and puddles to their house.
Coffee ceremonies for Ethiopians are a matter of pride. Pride in their own
culture and are also a sign of appreciation for their guests. The trouble and expense
they go to is not comparable to anything experienced in Ireland. Firstly, they start
off with the green coffee beans which they roast slowly over the fire, they then
gradually turn black. After this they are ground into a course powder and spooned
into the coffee pot and mixed with boiling water. Milk and then sugar are added
and the mixture is heated again. Little espresso cups are then produced and washed
before the coffee is finally poured into them and passed around. Popcorn is then
passed around, which was the first thing we recognised from this complicated
ritual. Not being a coffee drinker was difficult but thankfully you could decline
politely after you had drank a minimum of four cups. A useful tip for coffee
ceremonies would be to never turn your back on your coffee, because you don’t
know what will be floating in it when you turn back, also beware of hungry cats
they love eating popcorn (off your plate).
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From Kwacha to Birr…
By Margaret Cox
After spending five months in Zambia, I was looking
forward to a new experience in a different culture and
how different it was. Once again all our pre-judgements
were proved incorrect. And as the ‘Lonely Planet’
phrases ‘forget the image – experience the reality’ this is
definitely the case with Ethiopia. Ethiopia has an image
problem, mention it and people instantly think of famine,
war, poverty, even desert. it is the single greatest
obstacle to the development of its tourism industry, a
huge potential area.
It was the rainy season during our stay with lots of
muck and water to remind us daily. Arriving back to Zambia with its soaring
temperatures was one obvious difference. When leaving Zambia the maize was just
completed being harvested and mango flowers were appearing. While in Ethiopia
mangos were readily available and the maize was just coming into season.
Zambia has a population of 11 million while Ethiopia has a population of 68
million. Zambia is a former British colony so retains much of its cultural influence,
US-dominated cable television brings ‘Americanisation’ whereas Ethiopia with its
minimum colonial legacies has a more untouched, unmodified feel. Although there
are vast differences environmentally, the people have similar characteristics. Both
struggle for day-to-day survival and yet give and share so generously with what
little they have. Humanity at its purest.
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To laugh often and much
to win the respect of intelligent people
and the affection of children
to earn the appreciation of honest critics
and endure the betrayal of false friends
to appreciate beauty.
Find the best in others
to leave the world a bit better
whether by a healthy child,
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a garden path or a redeemed social condition.
To know that even one life
has breathed easier because you have lived.
This is to have succeeded.
RALPH WALDO EMERSON
Go with the people; live with them, learn from them, love them, start with what
they know, build with what they have, but the best leaders when the job is done, the
task accomplished, the people will all say. ‘We have done this ourselves’.
LAO TSC, CHINA BC 700
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It’s lovely here… isn’t it?
By Patrick (P. J.) Doyle Jr
One of my popular sayings happened to be ‘Its’ lovely
here… isn’t it?’ Apart from the fact that each time I
spoke it I meant it from the heart but also I could think of
no better or appropriate title.
Upon meeting my good old friend Abba Molatu this
year he asked me if I had noticed any change in Robe
since I was there last, which was three years ago. (Oops,
sorry Niamh!) I immediately thought of the externals,
the visible things that are easily seen. ‘Yes, Molatu,’ I
replied, ‘there’s one difference – the Ursuline sisters are
gone.’ Molatu, or Molly as I soon adopted him, I think
was surprised and even though my answer contained humour it also contains a very
important message. ‘Change does not last long, it if is external. Real change is seen
only when we stop and take time to be still. To look a little deeper!’
The ‘poor Christ’ was an ordinary man among ordinary people – Ethiopian and
Irish this summer alike! Why is this so? Because Jesus, the Christ of the poor, of
justice lives and moves with a heart of love – a man filled with emotion! Sure he
had to be to understand the people whom he came to meet.
On reflection – the Gospel that has stayed with me throughout my visit to
Ethiopia shows us the ‘heart’ of Christianity pumping vibrantly. It is a heart of
love. Personally, while living and moving in Ethiopia the amount of people that I
have seen and known that I would have said to: ‘Pick up your bed and walk’, are
too many to mention. Going a little deeper – as a Christian, that would be the easy
part. In a way – an escape through the back door. As a Christian, within my own
struggle I have come to realise that this ‘world does not have any back doors!’ The
key to the only door can only be opened on our side. The key has a unique shape
that can fit any heart – the shape of it is found in the psalms!
‘I will walk in the presence of the Lord in the land of the living.’
This is the key Jesus uses. A living, breathing, emotional, healing Saviour
himself being healed by the faith in the hearts around him. A Christ with the ability
to relate and to possess the key to any heart. A Christ very much alive!
Ten years ago, I spent a year working and living with people ‘down on their
luck’ with Dublin Simon Community. I remember very vividly, it was Good Friday
and I decided to invite the residences to join me at the three o’clock service in Our
Lady of Lourdes Church next door. So in I went and said to Paddy, ‘Would you like
to join me at the three o’clock service next door Paddy?’ He looked at me and said,
‘Hid – would ya go away out of that, Jesus is long enough dead to be worried about
him!’
To walk in God’s presence in this world, in Ethiopia, can be difficult. There
were days when I failed and, by words and actions, ‘killed Jesus’. Fear and faith go
hand in hand. Faith in Christ in Ethiopia had taught me is to accept my fears or to
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allow them to cripple me. Fear has two meanings: courage to ‘Face Everything
And Recover’ or ‘Forget Everything And Run’. In that Gospel I mentioned earlier,
Jesus also tells us, ‘Courage my child, your sins are forgiven’.
For the times we ran from his presence in the form of:
a the person we found difficult to relate to this year;
b the broken promise or the tough advice given;
c the emotions we fail to acknowledge.
You and I can only look into our hearts and give the answer to what we run
from. Where we failed in Ethiopia to ‘walk in the presence of the Lord in the land
of the living!’
FEAR is about the unknown – let us have courage and embrace it – for we are
never alone.
So why has it been lovely in Ethiopia? I have learnt that when my attention is
drawn to someone less fortunate than myself – with courage I try and avoid the
temptation of saying ‘Get up, pick up your bed and walk’. Instead, to allow myself
to see others as ‘golden guests’, to keep Christ alive in my heart. This is truly
‘walking in the presence of the Lord in the land of the living’.
The above was a reflection I was invited to give to the Sisters of Charity in
Goba and to the rest of those beautiful, smiling Ethiopians that have more than I
will ever have and shared it with me so generously.
Gardania! Betam Unna quan denna ma tach u. Betam Destenia. Amesiganalo.
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The Beautiful Little Angel Health
By Yvonne Flanagan
Eleven fifty five am, I sit here and attempt to put into
words what has been the most profound experience of
my life to date. Where to begin? What is most paramount
in my memories of Ethiopia? I recall the vastness of the
landscape, the eclectic mix of scents and sounds, but
most of all I remember the people, both those whom I
embarked with on this adventure and the locals who
made the experience all the more enchanting.
In attempt to revive these memories I reach for a photo
album. A visual aid to help me formulate the raw
emotions and passion I felt while on my adventure.
While gently wondering through the pages of photographs, some of the most
important lessons I learnt come to mine.
As the smiling faces of children from the orphanage look back at me I am
reminded of the lack of basic health care. Simple practices like washing eyes in the
morning to stop infection could mean so much to everybody. Sadly, this lack of
knowledge is all down to a want for simple and basic health education and
promotion. A knowledge that we in the Western world take for granted. Basic
information like keeping cuts clean or taking out the sting when bitten by an insect.
Do we all remember bee sting man? I found this lack of basic knowledge to be
particularly sad and moved me in a way I didn’t expect? It is imperative, however,
to remember that secondary to this lack of basic health education is a lack of basic
health equipment. The simplest of apparatus could improved health tenfold. Items
that we take for granted like bandages, antiseptic cream or even band-aids could all
prove to be quite literally life-savers to the poverty-sticken communities like Robe.
One of the hardest experiences of my life happened during the trip to Ethiopia.
During my work in the orphanage a baby girl died. The beautiful little angel only
six weeks on this planet. Only the size of a bag of sugar, but probably not as heavy,
died because of lack of facilities. Had she been in the care of a hospital with the
equipment to deal with her relatively minor ailments, chances are she would still
be with us today. The frustration and pain I felt for her will forever stay with me.
I pass through the leaves of the album; I can’t help but marvel at the masses of
joyous, happy faces that look back at me. I found it amazing that a group of people
could be so warm and welcoming to us, a relative group of unknown strangers.
They welcomed us into their hearts and homes with respect and dignity. This I feel
may have been the defining element of the trip. It was genuinely inspirational to
see a group of people, engulfed by poverty show genuine love, respect and care,
both for us and each other. A far cry from the greed and ruthlessness that I fear has
become endemic within our own society.
The picture that now faces me is of a little boy, whom I affectionately referred to
as ‘nuts’. His smiling face encapsulates a sense of looking out for each other. I find
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it difficult to envisage that a
group of western four and five
year olds would enter into
feeding their disabled peers
with the gusto that these
children did. They truly cared
for each other. When given
sweets ‘nuts’ ate one, chewed
the other and gave it to a fellow
friend who would not have
been able to chew it himself.
This was another one of those
moments when the possibilities
of human nature shone through
and the old heartstrings tugged
once more.
I look at my watch, and it
reads one thirty five, time to
finish up, but before I do, I feel
compelled to mention the topic
of time. One refreshing factor
in the tip was the concept of
Ethiopian time-keeping, or lack
thereof. To encounter a
community where time is of no
relevance and everybody goes
at their own pace is, well, to say
the least, a nice break from our own regimented lives back at home.
I thank God, my fellow travellers and most of all, the inspirational community
of Robe for an experience that has changed my life forever.
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Destenya Hunechi Atezen
Don’t Worry Be Happy
By Niamh Connolly
This became like our motto on the site, recited and sung
to get us through our days, along with the rest of our
limited vocabulary, such as konjoe; beautiful, bogez;
excellent, gwadenya; friend, all the essential words, as
well as 1-100 and the days of the week. The patience that
our friends on the site showed in teaching us and the
delight that they took in our efforts, just stood as a
testament to the kind of people they are. The generosity
that was shown to us throughout our entire stay by
everyone that we met was incredible, it never ceased to amaze me how much
people were prepared to share when they had nothing to give. Though the people
that we met had nothing, that is nothing of any material value, they carried with
them a certain pride and happiness that seems to be missing from western lives.
Despite working six days a week on the site, eight hours a day, in the blazing heat
with little water they were happy, helpful, funny and they couldn’t do enough to
help us, concerned that we were carrying too much, getting too much sun, getting
caught in the rain. There were girls on the site as young as 14 or 15 working to
bring home a meagre wage to support their families, in some cases the sole
breadwinners in their family. The responsibilities that these people carry from such
an early age is incredible and should put so many of us to shame when we spend so
much time trying to get away from exactly that. I learned such a lot while I was
there, and it really put into perspective for me how much Irish people let
themselves get seriously stressed out. A fact that was immediately evident on my
train trip from Dublin to Mayo with stressed parents, screaming children, crying
ladies and mobile phones ringing nearly constantly. It’s too easy to let yourself get
caught up in the trivial things.
Though, its amazing how quickly life in Ethiopia becomes normal, the celebrity
status that goes with being a white person there takes some getting used to. I have
never been kissed, hugged and touched so much in my whole life as I was in those
six weeks, and I don’t think you can ever fully adjust to it not to mention the
entourage of kids that follow you every time you walk through town.
Another thing that I bring back from Ethiopia is the muck that’s still stuck to my
ankles, and I don’t think they’ll be properly clean again until I loose this layer of
skin!! There is no muck like Ethiopian muck!!
Acknowledgements
A big thanks to Br Tom, Dualta and all the crew. Thanks to my family, my friends
and everyone that helped in any way to get me to Ethiopia and that wonderful
experience. BETAM AMESE GNALO.
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What an Experience…
By Dominick Healy
Ethiopia. In one word – impossible. Impossible to
describe in one word. Each of the 6 weeks we spent there
brought different and delightful experiences. Our
interaction with the locals and our weekend trips gave us
a wonderful insight into the culture and charms of the
Bale Region. From Castel to coffee, garries to goats and
monkeys to Meta there’s a huge amount to take in.
The main focus of the project was the site. We were
aiming to build 3 classrooms and 4 offices in 6 weeks. It
sounded tough, and that was before we were introduced
to the burella. This wonderful tool is capable of carrying
soil, stone, gravel and concrete and we all developed close relationships with it! At
times the appearance of a JCB would have been very welcome.
However, the nature of the local building methods allowed us to develop a
strong relationship with the workers. We swapped stories of our countries and
backgrounds and taught each
other our languages. They work
very hard all day but are always
laughing, smiling and willing to
talk. The craic on site helped the
time pass quickly and progress
was visible. I was delighted to
get a round of applause from the
workers after demonstrating my
shovel jumping technique for
cutting sods. I knew the extra
weight I’d brought from Ireland
would come in useful for
something.
The day of the celebration
was both happy as it showed the
friendships we’d made, and sad
as we knew that we’d soon be
leaving. I was given the honour
of beheading Michael the goat
which brought a sudden end to
our relationship. He was tough,
very tough!
Other high points include
football with the locals including the 8-2 drubbing for
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our girls (officially 6-4), the excitement and madness of the sports day, the
orphanage, the coffee ceremonies, and the trip with Aoife and Ber in the cab of a
lorry. It’s the best way to travel - just ask Gobazia!
Ethiopia, the place, the people – an experience I’ll hopefully get the chance to
repeat but will never forget.
Acknowledgements
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Thanks a Million – Amese Gnalo
So many people were involved in making a project like AP 2003 a success. Many
people have kept faith with us over the years. Some have asked to remain
anonymous. Among the many I would like to thank are the following:
• Thanks to the Irish Province of the De La Salle Brothers, especially Brothers
Stephen and Francis who were particularly supportive. To Br John Gaule for his
support and his work in promoting awareness of missionary efforts abroad.
• Thanks to APSO and the Irish Government for making very generous funds
available for the kindergarten school in Herero and the classrooms in Robe in
Ethiopia.
• To the people of Robe/Adaba who welcomed us with open arms this year. Once
again special thanks to the Brothers at De La Salle College, Waterford for their
understanding and support in recent years.
• To Br Damien and the community, the entire staff, students and parents of the
College for supporting the fundraising efforts, especially Derek McGrath.
• Ann Brady, the staff and students of Drumcree College, Portadown, for their very
generous support of the Summer Projects to Africa over the years. John Doyle for
First Aid Supplies.
• Br Martin, the staff, the students and the Board of Management of St Stephen’s
Street.
• To Peter Richardson and DLS Past Pupils, Dundalk for continuous support
• ASTRA ZENECA IRELAND LTD, especially Noreen King and GERRY
BURKE for providing the group with anti-malarial medication. Medeva Pharma
Ltd, & Mai Hanlon, for supplies of Vivotil. Smithkline Beecham for supplies of
Havrix Monodose.
• Michael Quilty & Niall Phelan, Glanbia, Kilmeaden for quality cheese.
• Br Kieran Creedon and Community, Mount La Salle, for making their venue
available for group meetings.
• Thomas and Margaret Ryan in ‘Phil Grimes’ for all their support and help.
• To all the McEvoy clan, neighbours and relations for their support, especially
Jerry & Anna May, Sean & Rena, Joe & Rose, Brendan & Marie, Seamus & Liz,
Phil and Brendan Fallon, Carmel & Norman Fairclough, Marie & Roger Pestel
and Dominic. Julia, Pat & Teresa McEvoy. Peter & Teresa Conroy. Maura Lowry,
Timahoe. Seamus & Gertie Gorman. Tina Lalor, Mountmellick. John and Patricia
McEvoy, Clonaheen. Ruth Stephenson, Joan & Brendan Peake. Fr Tom Walsh,
Mollie McCormack, Rosenallis. Seamus & Geraldine Bennett. Paddy & Bessie
Lynam. Paul & Christine Fairclough.
• Bernie & Padraic Cunnane, Jane Fahy, Ann & Jim Shiel, Rita & Finbar Lynch,
Phil, Gerry & Margaret Mulligan. Michael & Sarah Shiel. Helen & Tom Shiel,
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Waterbury, USA. John & Joan O’Shiel, Australia. Johnny & Bernie Wiseman,
Bridie & Vincent Murphy, Alice Kirk, Maureen & Pat Gogarty, Dundalk. Tim &
Agnes Looney. John & Cliona Cunningham. Monica Kervick. Br Augustus,
Castletown. Br Philbert Cronin. William & Robert Rutledge. Bobby McCormack.
Margaret & Dessie Conway. Bob & Phil Lambert. John & Ann Johnston-Kehoe.
Eithne Brennan & Marian Ryan, RE Department St Angela’s Secondary School.
Tom & Ger Goulding. Vince & Patsy Nyhan. Timmy Williams. Br Columba
Gleeson. Regina Morrissey, Johnstown. Maura & Biddy Sullivan. Joan Conway,
Ann Messenger and Mollie McCarthy.
• De La Salle and Associated Schools. Mount La Salle, Ballyfermot; Br Gregory
Ferguson and Community, Dundalk; Brs David O’Riordan, Aidan Sharkey &
Columba Gleeson, Castletown. DLS High School, Downpatrick. St John’s
Community, Ballyfermot. Kevin & Ann Brady & Drumcree College. Eamon
Mulvihill, St Joseph’s Academy, Kildare. St Stephen’s Boys’ NS Waterford. DLS
Dundalk PPU. Br Tom & Community, Hazelwood House. Br Raymond Grainger.
Br Peter Mulvin & DLS Comminity, Kildare. Br Columba Gallagher. Br
Sylvester Fitzpatrick. Br Clementian Coffey. Br Adrian Shortall. Br Stan
Madigan & Beneavin Community. Brendan Glennon. Larry Fitzpatrick. Fr Tom
Rogers. Paddy & Josie Callan. Micheál & Marion O’Sullivan. Helen Somers.
John & Anne Lennon. Eddie & Andy Mulligan.
• To the De La Salle GAA Club fir their fundraising efforts. To Carmel King and
her Tramore lady walkers.
• Volunteers from previous projects, especially, Kevin & Ann Brady, Kieran
Harrington, Sheila Mitchell, Patrick Ryan, Fr Michael Moynihan, Denise
O’Connor, Breda Hayes, Andrew Hallissey, Liza Hennessy, Alan Walsh, Noel
Lennon, Colm Delaney, Denis Luke O’Hanlon, Mia Fitzgerald, Andy Mulligan,
Conny McNamara, John Larkin, Noreen Leahy, Ciara Judge, Alice Collins, Mary
Guthrie, Margaret ‘Mags’ Fitzgerald, Joe Bolger, Ciara Culhane, Br Joe Reid,
Brendan & Peadar Glennon, Sean Gillespie, David Wallace, David Wright,
Annette Garland (O’Sullivan), Mark Somers, Ger O’Keeffe, Michael Ferris,
Deirdre & Colm Smith, Michael Gallagher. Brendan McElroy, Br Ben Hanlon,
Robert Marshall, Br Aidan Marron, Kathryn O’Connell. Mark Power. Frank &
Shane McEnaney. Philip and Colm Owens. John Callan. Deirdre Gorman. Alan
Mulderry. Patricia Coffey. Deirdre Finnerty. John Paul O’Meara. Dominic
McEvoy. Mary Byrne. Mary Kelly. Claire & Paul McLornan. Dermot Birchall.
Emma Walker. Stephen & Carmel Lardner. Chris Doran. Denis O’Hanlon. Niamh
Keogh. Paul Furlong. Aine O’Callaghan. Olivia Donohoe. Miriam Scanlon.
Barry Lennon, Gwen Tebay, Mark Rohan, Mark Douglas. Paul Furlong. Gemma
Byrne. Ciara Hickey. Teresa Mackle. Cathy Larkin. Joe Begley. Cathal Walsh.
Ciara O’Connor. Colin Brady. Eimear Conroy. Eamon Scully, John Clifford,
Margaret Cox, Richie Bell, Aoife Kelly, Maeve Whyte, Mairéad Monaghan,
Mary & John Clifford, Kate & Dave Crowley, Richie Bell, Una Owens, Sinead
O’Gorman, Aoife Moore, Ken Flavin, Frances Dowling, Raymond Byrne, Liz
McCarthy, Leanne Keaney, Orla McEvoy, Dualta Roughneen, Sarah Coffee,
Deirdre Collins, Aoife McBride, Patrick Linehan, Dave Conlisk, Sean King, Kay
Power, Niamh Breslin and Sandra Kenneally.
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• Waterford Lion’s Club. Gergal O’Brien in Rexam, Downpatrick PPU. My sincere
thanks for your gifts.
• Mary and Brendan Walsh, Sliabhrue. The Piper Family, Tramore. Seamus
Wallace,. Joanna McClonaghon.
• Dr Aiden Hamill and De La Salle Boy’s School, Belfast. Castleislant Mart. marie
Walsh, Tramore.
• SPECTRA, Listowel, Donal Lucey & Deirdre, for free films and subsidising the
processing.
• Colette Dower c/o Veritas Publications, Dublin, for once again wading through
the scripts, and promptly and efficiently organising the contents of this booklet
for the printers.
• To the Cordal GAA club for their tremendous help and support always.
• Finally to my own family for all their tremendous support in various ways. To one
and all on behalf of the people of Africa that benefit from the project a thousand
thanks. AMESE GNALO.
Plus the countless others who have supported us over the years but have asked to
remain anonymous.
Apologies for any omissions.
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